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PREFACE
In view of the absence of any great quantity of
recorded up-to-date material on the subject of Czecho-
slovakia, the major part of the work of preparing this
thesis rested with the 1933 and 1934 Annual Economic
Reviews of Czechoslovakia submitted by Sam E, Woods,
Commercial Attache, Washington, D.C. The reports sub-
mitted do not represent the work of a single individual
but are a result of the combined efforts of the entire
Prague Staff, to which the author gratefully admits her
obligation and wishes to extend her special thanks.
The author makes no claim to originality as the
thesis is only a compilation intended to serve those who
wish to obtain a little more detailed and exact informa-
tion about the Central European Republic other than that
which can be found in newspapers, magazines, and reviews
within the present period of time.
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA; ITS RESOURCES, IITDUSTRIES, AND FIl^ANCES
TOPOGRAPHY. AREA> CLII^IATE
The Republic of Czechoslovakia came into existence on
October 28, 1918, after the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, It was formed of territory which formerly belonged to
three states; Austria, Hungary, and Germany. It is situated
in the middle of Europe, lying like a long cone which grows
slightly narrower from west to east. It is bounded on the
north by Germany and Poland, on the west by Germany, on the
south by Austria, Hungary, and Rui^ania, and on the east by
Poland. About one-third of the country is covered by forests,
and two- thirds is rolling and hilly. It is equally distant from
the Baltic, Adriatic, and North Seas, and though enclosed by
the mountains, is easily accessible because of the valleys of
the Danube and the Elbe rivers. It has an area of about 54,100
square miles, approximately that of the State of V/isconsin, and
is divided into five provinces: Bohemia, v/ith an area of 20,102
square miles; Moravia and Silesia, now united under one terri-
torial administration, 10,335 square miles; Slovakia, 18,890
1
square miles, and Ruthenia, 4,863 square miles.
The climate of Czechoslovakia is a mean between the moder-
ate maritime climate and the extreme continental climate. It
is affected by the influence on one hand of the Atlantic Ocean
and on the other of the inland plains of Russia and Asia.
1. General Trade Information from the American Consulate Gen
eral at Prague.
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3It is largely modified by the circumstance that the state is
enclosed on the north by ranges of mountains which form a
barrier to the cold winds of Northern liurope* This renders
it somewhat more temperate in character than one would expect
to be likely from the position it occupies in Central Europe.
As is well known, the Hungarian Plain has an almost torrid
climate in the summer months; but its air currents are cooled
down as they pass across Moravia into Bohemia. The rainfall
in Bohemia is heaviest in the summer months, varying between
twenty and thirty inches, with a heavy rainfall on the moun-
tain barriers, such as the Giant Mountains, where it reaches
about forty inches. The region of the Bohemian forest has a
rainfall of approximately seventy inches by reason of the fact
that the trees entangle, as it were, the moisture carried by
the prevailing southeast winds, and feeding the numberless
streams ultimately flowing into the rivers. Two- thirds of
the rainfall occurs in spring and summer.
The climate of Moravia is milder than that of Bohemia,
while the climate of both Slovakia and Ruthenia is more what
one would expect from their geographical position', that is to
say, the winters are long and severe, and the summers are hot,
while the other two seasons are correspondingly short.
The general distribution of the rainfall throughout the
whole republic is one very favorable to the pursuit of agri-
'.
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4culture, and there are comparatively few marshy areas. To
this must be attributed in a large measure the splendid physique
of the average Czechoslovak peasant, and it may be said that
Czechoslovakia, as a whole, is a remarkably healthy country. It
possesses an extraordinary number of health resorts, of which
the best known are Carlsbad and Marienbad.
THE CZECH AND THE SLOVAK
The Czechoslovak Republic, which is the modern revival
of the ancient kingdom of Bohemia, owes its name to the two
branches of the Czechoslovak race which forms the greater
part of its population, the Czechs and the Slovaks. The
Czechs established themselves as early as the eighth cen-
tury in what are now Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, where they
have maintained themselves in a compact block ever since. The
Slovaks first settled on the plains of Hungary, but with the
coming of the Magyars they retired to the foothill valleys of
the Carpathians. The Slovaks are closely allied to the Czechs
and there are only minor differences in the dialects spoken by
these two branches of the Slav race. There are, however, funda-
mental differences in character which arise from a different
historical development. The Czechs are an agressive, energetic,
and efficient race, while the Slovaks are a peaceful agricul-
tural people with more of the true Slav characteristics than
have the Czechs
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5An intermittent migration of the Germans from the west,
and of the Magyars from the southern plains, into the territory
of the present Czechoslovak Republic began early in the eleventh
century. For several centuries the Germans have occupied the
districts in northern and western Bohemia where Bohemia borders
on Germany, and also a narrov/ strip along the southern border
of Moravia, the northern section of Moravia, and the southwest
section of Silesia; they also founded several German enclaves
in Czechoslovak-speaking territory, not only in Bohemia and
Moravia but also in Slovakia,
GENERAL CliARACTERISTICS OF THE PEOPLE
On the whole the people are temperate, Indus trialj frugal
people, who have prospered despite the cruel bondage in which
they were long held.
jVhile the relations of the German population to the Czechs
have been definitely determined by treaties, the language ques-
tion and conflicts in cultural standards create many diffi-
culties. In Bohemia practically all persons speak both Czech
and German equally well, and this is true even in the remote
country districts. Czech is an exceedingly difficult language
to learn and any attempt to force its exclusive use could but
result in a loss of foreign trade. In the great centers of
commerce like Prague and Bratislava the majority of visiting
business men are German. The great importance of maintaining
production and a rich source of revenue, respectively, at
f
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way of language.
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According to the latest official estimates, as of Septem-
ber 30, 1932, Czechoslovakia’s population totals 14,915,500,
distributed as follows: Bohemia, 7,155,400; Moravia-Silesia,
3,607,690; Slovakia, 3,399,780; Ruthenia, 652,630. Of the to-
tal population, about 9,600,000 are Czechoslovaks, 3,500,000
Germans, 760,000 Hungarians, 510,000 Ruthenians, 440,000 Jews,
1
86,000 Poles, and 19,000 Rumanians.
DISTRIBUTION OF OCCUPATIONS
The two main groups of occupations, agriculture and Indus
try, are equally represented. In Slovakia and Ruthenia agri-
culture is predominant, whereas in Bohemia the manufacturing
industry, which began to flourish in the 18th Century— nov7 em-
ploys more people than agriculture. The distribution of the
Czechoslovak population in Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, and Slo-
vakia, by occupation, including both persons actively engaged
in the several occupations and the persons supported by them,
2
is as follows: (year 1924)
Occuuations Bohemia Moravia &.
Silesia
Slovakia Total
Agriculture 1,989,368 1,176,122 1,818,895 4,975,085
Manufacturing
and Mining 2,734,344 1,272,462 . -530,192 4,536,998
Commerce and
Transportation 833,695 343,992 230,624 1,408,311
Civil Service, 398,373
Professions and the iixmy
178,258 147,918 724,549
Other Occuqa- 723,802
tions
364,318 273,541 1.361,661
Total 6,670,582 3,335,152 3,000,870 13,006,604
1. General Trade Information from the American Consulate General
at Prague.
2. Czechoslovakia--A Survey of Economic and Social Coiiditions--p . 11
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7DISTRIBUTION OF TOVmS AND CITIES
The towns of Czechoslovakia have not reached the state
of development which prevails in the west of Europe hut they
represent an interesting stage in the transition from the
ViTest-European to the East-European type. During past cen-
turies in the territory of present Czechoslovakia, there al-
ternated creative work with the periods of wars and national
and religious struggles. For this reason Prague, the capital
of the Czechoslovak Republic, with a population of over 900,000,
has been designated the museum of the mediaeval history of Cen-
tral Europe, In addition to Prague, there are many interest-
ing towns from an agricultural or industrial viewpoint. Plzen
(population of 120,000) has large engineering works and brewer-
ies, Liberec (population of 70,000), textile industry. In
Moravia-Silesia, there is Brno (population of 280,000) which
has notable engineering and textile industries and is the seat
of the administrative offices of the prvince and state. Oloinouc
(population of 70,000) is the center of the fertile and typi-
/
cal farming regions of Hana; notable for its highly developed
agricultural co-operative enterprises. A third Moravian tovm,
Moravaska Ostrava (population of over 200,000) has a particular
character of its own due to the fact that it is really a con-
glomeration of industrial and mining townships in a famous
coalfield. It is also the site of the Vitkovice Company, the
largest ironworks in Czechoslovakia.
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8The capital of Slovakia is Bratislava (population of
150,000), situated on the Danube and city of numerous archi-
tectural features of note. Kosice (population of 70,000),
the second town of Slovakia, with its textile industry, is
the center of oriental Slovakia. Among the cities of Carpath-
ian Ruthenia belong; Uzhorod (population of 24,000), the capital
seat of province and state offices; and Mukacevo (population
of 22,000) notable for its large number of orthodox Jewish
synagogues and for its picturesque surroundings.
Altogether Czechoslovakia has twenty-three towns with
a population of over 30,000 and forty towns with a population
1
of over 20,000.
AGRICULTURE
The agriculture of the country is very intensive, a
very small area being uncultivated; and although the farming
methods are not always the most modern, the extraordinary
industry of the farmers males the land highly productive.
The productivity of the soil varies considerably. Thus, in
the west, where there is a high technical standard in agri-
culture, the productivity often exceeds the general maximum
figures for Europe as a v/hole. But in the eastern areas
(Slovakia and Carpathian Ruthenia) the productivity is much
lower.
1. Prague—1933—Ministry of Public .^orks of the Czechoslovak
Republic
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9The prominent position occupied by Czechoslovakia among
the most progressive agricultural states 4s due to the high
standard of Czechoslovak agriculture.
The four main branches of agricultural activity have
been centered in the cultivation of sugar beet, cereals,
potatoes, and pastures. The production of beetroot, maize,
wheat, barley shows the intensiveness of cultivation in Czecho-
slovakia, while rye, oats, and fodder indicate, 4)n the other
hand, its extensiveness.
The greater part of the soil is heavy. In the low, moist,
fertile parts of the country, beetroot, wheat, barley, rye,
and oats, are cultivated. In the highlands, over 450 meters
above the sea, the soil is still fertile enough for the culti-
vation of rye, oats, and potatoes. In the highest parts of
the country, above 650 meters, there are permanent pastures,
but in some parts potatoes, oats, and even rye are also culti-
vated. In places where the soil is fertile and the climatic
conditions are favorable, special kinds of crops, such as hops,
etc
.
,
are raised
.
The heavy rains sometimes experienced are apt to wash away
much of the soil, and owing to the character of the latter there
is less intensive market gardening than one might imagine like-
ly; but nevertheless, the country is quite able to supply its
own requirements in regard to vegetables and other similar
foodstuffs
.
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Nornally, Czechoslovakia does not grow enough grain to
meet domestic requirements, but agriculture supplies large
quantities of raw material for the agricultural industries,
the output of which is, in substantial quantity, exported.
In the five year average 1925-1929 Czechoslovakia had
an annual shortage of about 656,000 metric tons of bread-
grains, 316,000 metric tons of corn, 100,000 tons of meat
and lard, and 260 tons of butter. On the other hand, an
average of 313,000 tons of barley, 27,000 tons of oats, 3
tons of potatoes, 856,000 tons of sugar, 6,700 tons of hops
1
and 2,269,000 tons of lumber and timber were exported.
A pronounced trend toward national self-sufficiency and
the bumper crop of breadgrains in 1933 changed the situation
radically. Except for corn, lard, and meat, the country is
now self-sustaining.
POPULi-^TION ENGAGED IN AGRICULTURE
'.Vhile in the decade 1920-1930 the total population of
Czechoslovakia increased by about 85^, the agricultural popula-
tion showed a decrease of 5?o. The decrease of agricultural
population ^las caused mainly by the exodus of agricultural
laborers to towns, an exodus which has not been made good by
the increase in the number of farmers. The men migrating from
the country to the towns were, as a rule, the best workers, so
that the shortage of agricultural laborers was felt all the more.
The introduction of the eight-hour working day contributed in
^
some extent also to the labor shortage on the land.
1. iinnual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia— 1933--p.l 3.
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In 1921, the number of persons (including dependents) en-
gaged in agriculture and forestry totalled 5,385,700, v/hile
in 1930 there were only 5,101,614 persons employed in these
1
branches. Although there has been a back-to-the-soil move-
ment in the past three years, due to increased unemployment
in the industries, it is estimated that the movement has not
been of sufficient proportion to make up the losses in agri-
cultural population registered in the decade before 1931.
ARAAS DIVIDED ACCORDIIMa TO TYPE
Arable land accounts for 41,6 per cent of the total area
of the Republic. The chief crops, wheat and barley, account
for 25% of the arable land. In respect to the yield per acre,
2
Czechoslovakia is surpassed only by Germany and Great Britain.
The proportion of fields is larger in the western part of the
country than it is in the eastern sectioh; while the province
of Bohemia has as much as one-half of its surface in fields,
only 18% of the province of Ruthenia is arable land.
Areas according to type during the years 1931-1933 are
given in the following table:
3
AREAS CULTIVATED IN CZECHOSLOV^Ia
(Areas in hectares)
Kind 1931 1933
Arable Land (including 5,838,852 5,839,549
hop fields)
Permanent Meadows 1,279,968 1,277,921
Truck Gardens 99,511 101,111
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933--p .124.
2. Survey--1921—Social and Economic Problems—by Bedrich Stepanek.
3. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia-7l933--Appendix XLII.
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AREAS CULTIVATED IN CZECKOSLOViiKIA
{ continued
)
Kind 1931 1933
Vineyards 18,129 19,842
Pastures 1,'082,151 1 ,076,646
Willow Fields 9,464 9,410
Forests 591,774 4 ,591,169
Ponds for fish breeding 46,463 46,458
Other Water Surfaces 85,036 85,346
Parks and Gardens 35,481 35,696
Buildings and Yards 185,471 188,796
Other Sterile Land 638,757 639,084
Areas, not investigated 138,890 138,889
iiREAS CULTIVATED I]
(Areas in
1
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
hectares
)
Crons 1931 1932 1933
•ilieat
:
Viinter
Spring
789,197
39,211
797,004
38,410
872,992*
45,897*
Rye:
V/inter
Spring
970,304
29,343
1,015,732
23,883
1,024,037*
21,621*
Barley:
Winter
Spring
6,374
711,090
6,214
705,476
5,344
657,917
Oats 822,029 817,316 799,787
Corn 139,313 134,049 127,999
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovaki8--193I5--Appendix
XLIII.
* Definite figures, other 19C3 figures are prelimimary
estimates
.
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AREilS CULTIYATilTD IN CZECEOSLOVAKIA
( continued)
Crons 1931 1932 1933
Legumes 54,852 51,351 53,967
Clover and Alfalfa
for seed 55 ,898 50,865 44,299
Rope 2,031 1,539 979
Poppies 11,623 10,972 13,528
Hops 12,424 9,563 10,753
Flax
Fibre 8,970 6,609 7,273
Seed 8,290 7,749 7,680
Mustard Seed 462 363 330
Tobacco 9,050 9,996 9,747
Potatoes
:
Early 37,755 37,678 38,691
Late 680,658 693,728 702,249
Sugar Beets 185,498 145,685 145,034
Fodder Beets 115,111 126,831 132,627
Turnip and other
root crops 15,994 14,607 11,450
Cabbage 22,456 23,514 22,768
Other Vegetables 10,518 10,364 8,206
Clover 743,718 753,358 756,921
Grass 1,314,559 1,313,055 1,285,901
Green Fodder 136,467 129,410 128,782
1. Czechoslovakia Economic Heview--Heport 33--Appendix
XLIII-XLIV,
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Roughly speaking, 605^ of the arable land is in grain,
17% in root crops, 16% in fodder and 7% in other crops.
A comparison of the areas cultivated in Czechoslovakia
in 1931-1932-1933 shows far-reaching structural changes. The
trend is for an increase in the area planted in wheat, rye,
potatoes, clover and fodder, beets, and for a decrease in the
areas sown .in barley, oats, com, meadow and grain fodders.
This development has resulted mainly from the efforts of
the agrarian interest to make the country self-sufficient in
breadgrains. It has also led to duty increases, to the form-
ation of the Grain Syndicate, intervention purchases of the
Government, and other administrative measures.
Agriculture in the Czechoslovak Republic, being a highly
developed industry and one which compares most favorable with
that of the other most progressive European States, has met
the depression head on, because of some of the progressive
measures taken during the last few years by the government.
1933 CROP PRODUCTION
According to official figures, the crops have been ex-
cellent and beyond all expectations. A bumper crop of wheat
and other grains was harvested in 1933 which made the country
independent of imports for the first time in its history. The
record crops were due to the unusually favorable weather condi-
tions which brought up the per-hectares yields of all grain
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crops in spite of restricted uses of fertilizer. At the close
of 1933, the country found itself confronted with an "embarras
de richesse.” The surplus was to be carried over into the
1934-1935 agricultural year as there were no export possibilities
unless with severe financial sacrifices to the government.
1
CZECHOSLOVAK CROP RESULTS
(Crops in 1000 metric tons)
Crops 1931 1933
tiheat
:
Winter 1,965.7 1,895.0*
Spring 56.4 88.9*
Bye:
Winter 1,356.1 2,055.5*
Spring 31.6 30.0*
Barley:
V/inter 8.6 10.2*
Spring 1,006.0 1,340.3*
Corn 277.7 152.9*
Oats 1,224.6 1,577.1*
Clover and Alfalfa Seed 81,4 80.7
Rape 1.7 1.1
Potatoes- -Early 336.8 309.9
Clover 2,974.2 2,899.5
Green Fodder 381,3 376.3
* Definite Figures, other 1933 figures are preliminary estimates.
1. Czechoslovakia--Economic Review--^ppendix iLIV.
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In normal years the domestic consumption of rye amounted
to dhout 160,000 carloads but in the 1922-1933 agricultural
year it was increased to about 185,000 to 190,000 carloads
as a consequence of the regulations governing the milling of
breadgrains, a mixture of rye flour in bread production,
food relief for unemployed, and increased use for feeding
purposes
•
The production and export of sugar during 1932-1933 were
the lowest recorded in the last decade, mainly because of the
restricted piirchasing power of the population and the drop
in prices on the world market. But Czechoslovakia’s 1924-
1935 beet-sugar crop was estimated at 623,000 long tons, raw
sugar value, as compared with 511,000 tons manufactured last
season, an increase of 112,000 tons, or approximately 22^,
Czechoslovakia, the leading European sugar exporting coun-
try, shipped during the crop year ending August 31, 1934,
157,533 long tons of raw sugar as contrasted T/ith 305,444
tons in the previous year, a decrease of about 4B°/o, The
1934 exnorts are the smallest since Czechoslovakia became a
1
Republic following the ;/orld V/ar.
Live-stock breeding, especially cattle, has a special
importance for the mountain districts of Slovakia and Car-
pathian Ruthenia. Breeding in those districts has been
carried on in primitive fashion, but it is yielding to more
modern methods, which include the improvement of dairy-
1. Financial Chronicle—December 8, 1934--Volume 139.
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farming and promotion of a cheese industry.
The milk production of Czechoslovakia is estimated at
about 4,320 million liters per year of which 55^ is consumed
by the producers direct and about 1,950 million are sold.
Of the latter approximately one billion liters are consumed
1
as milk and the rest worked up into butter and cheese.
LAIH) REFORM
After the establishment of the Czechoslovak Republic
in 1918, one of the first revolutionary acts of the young
state was the seizure of four million hectares of land,
almost 29% of the total area of the Republic for purpose
of alloting it under the land reform.
The agrarian reform in Czechoslovakia is based on the
Land Control Act of April 16, 1919. The law placed the large
estates under Government control so that the owner can no
longer dispose of his land at pleasure. Without the consent
of the Land Office he cannot sell, lease, mortgage, or sub-
divide his property. Government control does not deprive
the ovraer of his right of possession; it merely restricts his
freedom of disposal.
The final result of the land reform may be summarized as
follows: Out of the total of 4,059,835 hectares of land 51%
will have changed owners while 49% will have gone back to the
old proprietors. More than 70% of the total 1,618,719 farms
2
in the country are of five hectares of less in size.
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GOVERNMENT GRAIN INTERVEITTIONS
From the beginning of August, 1933, when government
intervention purchases were first made with a view of
stabilizing domestic prices of wheat and rye, till the
middle of December, 1933, (latest figures available)
15,230 carloads of wheat and 15,400 carloads of rye had
been bought and stored, principally in warehouses of agri-
cultural co-operatives. This involved government expen-
1
ditures of 330 million crowns ($9,900,000),
GRAIN WARRANTS
In order to ease the financial situation of the Czecho
Slovak farmers, a law was passed on June 28, 1933, pro-
viding for loans against "grain warrants." These warrants
are practically promissory notes, covered by grain held by
the farmer or deposited with a co-operative society of
which he is a member. Arrangements were made between the
Czechoslovak National Bank and the Association of Agricul-
tural Co-operative Societies by which the National Bank
would place from six to nine million dollars at the dis-
posal of farmers for financing crops, ivhile the demand
for this credit was very low at first, an increase set in
and by the end of December, 1933, the credit extended had
1
reached $6,700,000.
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FARM MORATORIUIVI
On May 5, 1933 a law was passed suspending executions
against farmers up to the end of the year, and on December
22, the period of postponement was extended to February 28,
1934. Great relief was expected from this measure, but
up to the end of the year executions involving only about
1
$3,000,000 had been postponed.
MONOPOLY CONTROL OF GRAIN TRADE
In 1934 there was organized by a decree of the Govern-
ment the Czechoslovak Grain Company which purchases grain of
domestic origin from the farmer, imports grain, flour, and
mill products of grain, as well as foodstuffs. It sells to
the buyer the grain purchased 'and imported, sells domestic
as well as foreign fodder, and exports grain to foreign coun-
tries. For the agricultural year 1934-1935 the purchasing
price of grains and feedstuffs was fixed authoritatively by the
government; for the coming years, such prices v/ill be fixed by
the Czechoslovak Grain Company. The monopoly control of the
grain trade not only brought immediate profit to agriculture,
as far as prices are concerned, but it also made possible a
more accurate survey of the actual extent of grain production
and of the mutual relation of production and consumption; in
other words, it afforded a basis on which the farmers will be
able to count on in the future.
1. Economic Review of Czechoslovakia—1933
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GO-OPERATIVi^^S
There exists a highly developed and well-organized
co-operative system, a federation which embraces both
Czechoslovak and German co-operatives. There is hardly a
community or village in the Republic, especially in the
western part of the country that does not have one or more.
These organizations are not only engaged in the distribu-
tion of foodstuffs and clothing but the stronger ones own
factories and are interested in production as well. The
number of co-operatives has steadily increased from 14,237
in 1923 to 17,231 at the beginning of 1933. Co-operative
systems are granted comparatively great advantages over
other kinds of trade. They not only enjoy reductions on
railY/ay freight rates and taxes but in view of the fact
that they are considered essential to the vrelfare of the
working man and as they always have political connection,
they are accorded favorable treatment on the part of the
authorities
.
FORESTS
The forests covering about one-third of the total
area of the country are a very important part of thei
natural wealth of the Czechoslovak Republic and an essen-
tial asset of its economic life. Czechoslovakia has a
forest area comparable to that of Finland, Sweden, Yugo-
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slavia, or Austria, four of the most thickly-wooded coun-
tries of Europe. The most richly forested part of the Re-
public is the eastern part.
KINDS OF LUI,:BER
The extent of the forests alone does not give a true
idea of the Republic’s wealth in wood. The best estimate
is the productiveness of the forests and the quality of
the timber. In the western provinces of the Republic the
chief timber trees are the pine and spruce. In the east-
ern sections of the Republic, in Slovakia and Ruthenia,
there are beech and spruce forests. There is an annual
output of about 10,000,000 cubic meters of pine and fir
1
which is very valuable timber for industrial purposes.
Foreign trees have also been introduced successfully.
ANNU^ CONSlIvCPTION OF LULIBER
The large forest wealth of the Czechoslovak naturally
has given rise to various industries. Timber and lumber
are partly consumed at home and partly exported. The
annual cons^umption of quality timber according to the
statistics of 1920 is as follows:
1. Forestry, Timber Trade and Derivative Industries— The
Czechoslovak Republic—Jar. Cisar and Fr. Pokarny and P.
Selver
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Cubic Meters Cubic Meters
Normal Yield 9,300,000
Pulp and Paper Mills 1,000,000
Mining Concerns 720,000
Railroads (ties) 300,000
Saw Mills 6,500,000
Telegraph Poles, etc. 2,300,000
Total Home Consumption 8,800,000
Surplus for export 500,000
The average annual production of timber is about
fourteen million cubic meters of fire wood. It is estimated
that about 41^ of the timber in Czechoslovakia is spruce;
2
pine, 9^ fir, l^o oak, 21^ beech, other varieties.
There is an annual output of 80,000 tons of woodpulp.
Czechoslovakia has 29 wood-pulp mills besides many cellu-
lose and paper factories. The total production of paper
amounts to 226,000 tons and that of cardboard to 12,000
tons, in addition to subsidiary industries manufacturing
parchment paper, cigarette and tissue paper, cardboard
boxes, etc. In 1933-1934 the government decreed that the
production quota be reduced by 40%. This measure was largely
due to the fact that decreased exports, as well as domestic
consumption of wood, resulted in large stocks of cut timber
deteriorating in the woods.
Wood is exported chiefly from Slovakia and Ruthenia.
1. Czechoslovakia—A Survey of Economic and Social Conditions.
2. The Economic Situation in Czechoslovakia in 1920 by Robert
J
. Caldwell.
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It is shipped by rail to Hungary and by the navigable rivers
(Vah, Hron) to the Danube and by the Tisa to the East. Be-
fore the war, Bohemia exported large quantities of timber
to Germany; at present the exports are much smaller owing
to the expansion of the sawmill industry.
The total yield of firewood cannot be consumed at home
and a large part of it is exported, especially from Slovakia
and Ruthenia, and what cannot be exported is either burned
in charcoal kilns or used in factories for dry distillation
of wood.
Besides wood, the forests also yield tannin (from oak
and pine) which is used in the leather industry, and forest
seeds which the Czechoslovak woodlands yield in abundance,
as well as different kinds of berries, mushrooms, peat, grasses,
medicinal herbs, etc. The forest seeds are sorted in modern
drying factories and exported.
0~rfNERSHIP OF Y/QODLaNDS
It is interesting to note the ownership of the wood-
lands in Czechoslovakia. In this respect we find a situa-
tion which substantially differs from the conditions pre-
vailing in other European countries as regards state-owned
forests. Before the war, the Czechoslovakian territories
had practically no state-owned forests because the estates
of the Czech crown had been sold by the Austrian government.
After the establishment of the Czechoslovak Republic, however.
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the State took possession of the estates of the former
reigning family. In Slovakia and also in Ruthenia, the
government took over the former Hungarian State forests
so that the state now owns 1,400,000 acres. Local bodies,
corporations, and charitable Institutions own about 2,500,
000 acres, leaving nearly 8,000,000 acres in private hands,
1
much of it being farmed as part of large-landed estates.
The Czechoslovak government is endeavoring to enlarge its
ownership of woodland to one-third of the total afforested
area.
MINERALS
Rich as Czechoslovakia is from its intensive cultivation
of the soil, it is extraordinarily so as regards the extent
and variety of mineral resources. It is notable a fact that
every useful metal is to be found within the confines of the
Republic
.
The coal resource of the Czechoslovak Republic consist
of several coal fields and lignite basins--the largest of
which are situated in northern Moravia, Silesia, and north-
western Bohemia. The two most important coal fields in the
Republic are; those of the Most-Ealknow area producing lig-
nite, a form of coal more of the nature of fossil-wood, which
has yet not undergone the development brought about by the
untold ages necessary to produce the higher grades of carbon-
aceous or ordinary coal; and the coal fields of Ostrava-Karvin
1. The Economic Situation in Czechoslovakia in 1920 by Robert
J. Caldwell.
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producing the coal as we know it. Although the coal industry
suffered severely in the years immediately following the
Great ’i7ar, owing to the excessive working of its mines during
the war years, to the shortage of rolling stock, and to short-
er hours of labor, it has now not only recovered but is being
steadily developed on economic lines.
There is an ample supply of both coal and lignite for
many years to come. According to best available estimates
her visible reserves of bituminous coal run in the neighbor-
hood of 5,380,000,000 metric tons, while visible lignite
deposits run more than twice as high are estimated at
1
12,054,600,000 metric tons.
In addition to her vast reserves of coal and lignite
Czechoslovakia is fortunate in having other mineral resources
that add greatly to the wealth of the country.
Iron ores crop out in a number of places but there are
only two main producing districts in Bohemia and Slovakia.
Visible reserves of iron ores total 60 to 70 million metric
tons^ Because of the low quality of most of the domestic
ores, large quantities are imported, mainly from Sweden,
Austria, and Yugoslavia.
Czechoslovakia has also adequate supplies of limestone,
kaolin, and graphite, but her output of petroleum, manganese,
lead, salt, copper, sulphur, nickel, zinc, tungsten are not
sufficient to supply her requirements. She has important
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933--p .49
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silver mines, and one gold mine, and is one of the world's
largest producers of uranium pitchblend. She also has a
considerable deposit of radium and possesses the richest
radium mines in the world. The oil wells and salt mines
are a state monopoly. Recent research work, under govern-
ment supervision in Moravia, Slovakia, and Ruthenia, appears
to indicate that Czechoslovakia may ultimately find herself
with a home supply of petroleum sufficient to meet its needs.
(Principal Mineral Production betv/een 1930-1933)
1930 1931
(Thousand
19$2
metric
1933
tons
)
Bituminous coal 14,435 13,103 10,961 10,737
Lignite 19,194 17,932 15,858 15,122
Iron Ores 1,652 1,235 602
Manganese Ores 85 83 33 *
Iron Pyrites 21 20 15
Uranium Ores 200 232 213 *
Graphite 14 2 1 *
Salt
Argentiferous Lead
177 190 177 *
and Zinc Ores 155 153 147 *
Crude Oil 23 20 18 *
* Not Available.
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia— 1933--Appendix XXVI.
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WATER POWER
The Czechoslovak Republic has an abundance of water-
power which is a potential source of great wealth for the
country. The Republic is situated on the high European
watershed between the North and the Baltic Seas on the one
side, and the Mediterranean and the Black Seas on the other,
with mountains standing across the direction of the currents
of damp air coming from the ocean, so that the country is
well watered. The Elbe, the Oder, the March, as well as
many rivers rising in Slovakia and Ruthenia, tributaries
of the Danube or the Tisa, all originate in Czechoslovakia
and flow to the seas mentioned above. The waters of Bohemia
come from the mountain valleys, gather into rivers, and
leave the country at one place, thus forming a network of
watercourses, a fact which requires a systematic regulation
of the whole problem of water power and especially of its
exploitation.
Nature came to the aid of the Republic so that an ef-
ficient system for the development of water and the distri-
bution of energy was constructed at a low cost. There has
been sufficient power provided for the manufacturing indus-
tries, for agriculture, and for the people in general, at a
very low cost--a great advantage in international competition.
Naturally with such v/ater power at its disposal the
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Czechoslovak Republic has enormously developed its hydro-
electric stations, and it is estimated that millions of
tons of coal will be saved annually by the full develop-
ment of electricity for industrial and other purposes by
using the great resources of Y/aterpower. The waterpower of
the Republic, as well as the construction of hydro-electric
plants, was taken over by the State, while the work of con-
structing electric conduits and of setting up thermo-electric
undertakings is left rarely to private enterprises; but at
least 60^ of the shares are held by the State and local
authorities
.
At the end of 1932, approximately 75^ of the total
population of the country had access to current. During
the year under survey considerable progress was made in the
electrification program, especially in the eastern part of
the country, and current was put within reach of an addi-
tional 4% of the population. In 1933, t600,000 was spent
(from a special fund created by the government) in develop-
ing power plants and extending high-tension wires.
Czechoslovakia has large Y/aterpower resources which
she owes to the mountainous nature of some parts of the
country. Her potential resources are estimated at about
1.720.000 H. P., of which only 240,000 or less than 155^
were in use at the end of 1933. Plans that are now in pro-
gress will raise the waterpower resources by approximately
90.000 H. P.
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INDUSTRIES
THE INDUSTRIAL SITUATION
In Czechoslovakia the historical and political con-
ditions favored the progress of German industry. German
immigrants had been coming to Czechoslovakia since time
immemorial, at first mainly from the vicinity of the
lower Rhine. German nobility and the industrial policies
of the government in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies were mainly responsible for the advanced position
of the German industry in Czechoslovakia as compared with
the Czech and the Slovak industry.
To realize the importance of Czechoslovakia as an
industrial country it is only necessary to state that
prior to ‘the Great iVar the territories now comprising Czech-
oslovakia supplied 90^ of the needs of the whole of the
Austria-Hungarian Empire to which they then belonged; only
about 30^ of the goods manufactured being required for home
consumption.
The industrialists of Czechoslovakia are fully con-
scious that the exigencies of the difficult situation that
confronts them demand a large degree of adaptation to the
nev/ conditions, and there has been much discussion regarding
the necessity of a far-reaching reorganization of the in-
dustrial system of the country. There were tv/o lines of
development for this reorganization. The first was the
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reduction of those phases of industrial activity in which
international competition is strongest and the second was
the expanding of those branches of production in which the
difficulties of competition are likely to be small.
INHERITED INDUSTRIES FROM AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The Republic inherited the following percentage of the
entire Austria-Hungarian production now within Czechoslovakia
territories after the World War; sugar 92%; alcohol and
spirits 46%; malt 87%; textiles 75%; leathers 70%; and paper
1
65%. Of the 17,000 factories that existed in former Austria,
8,800 are in Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia. The total number
of factories in Czechoslovakia before the economic crisis ?;as
approximately 15,500.
Among the natural conditions of industrial production,
the natural resources and water as a source of power are of
foremost importance. Czechoslovakia is richly wooded, has
plenty of coal and other minerals, raw materials, and has
excellent agriculture.
MAIN CROUPS OF INDUSTRIES
The industries may be divided into three groups; (a)
those deriving their raw materials from the State itself,
such as agricultural industries, sugar, brewing, distilling,
malt, starch, etc., the porcelain industry, glassmaking,
and timber; (b) those which derive part of their materials
from the State, such as steel, iron, chemical, metal, and
1. Barron's National Financial Weekly—December 1934.
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leather industries; (c) those which have to import the
whole of their rav/ materials which include the textile and
phosphate industries, and various metal industries such as
nickel and copper.
SUGAR
Czechoslovakia is the second largest beet-sugar producer
in the world and it is the only European sugar exporter. To-
day there are about 150 sugar factories, the greatest num-
ber of which are located in Bohemia. The organization of
the industry has been stabilized by the firm control exer-
cised by the Sugar Commission, with the result that about
50^ of the supply of sugar beet in the Provinces of Moravia
and Silesia is raised on estates actually connected with the
refineries. The principal customers were and still are Bri-
tain, India, Switzerland, Turkey, Greece, and the Levant.
HOPS
One cannot travel extensively in Czechoslovakia, es-
pecially in Bohemia, without being struck by the large
areas given over to the cultivation of hops, and the remark-
able height to which the plants grow. It is Moravia which
produces much of the malt, that, together with the Bohem-
ian hop, goes to the manufacture of the world-famed Pil-
sener Beer. It was not, however, till the middle of the
last century that the first malt factories were es-
ivpjp.
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tablished in Moravia, and these now number over 200, The
hop-growing industry is almost confined to Bohemia, where
is situated the celebrated municipal brewery of Pilsen. But
the brewing industry, however, also flourishes in Moravia;
while in the Jihlava district, and also in parts of Slovakia,
there is considerable manufacture of spirits and liquors,
for which potatoes and beets are the chief raw materials.
The grape industr3^ is common to all the provinces: Slo-
vakia and Ruthenia grow the largest quantities. Plums are
grown practically everywhere in the state and are used to
make slivovitz, the national firewater.
ALCOHOL
Due to the introduction of forced mixing of alcohol with
gasoline for motor fuel, the alcohol refineries showed a great
improvement in their output. In the 1932-1933 campaign a total
of 923 distilleries turned out 958,000 hectoliters of alcohol.
Of the total number of distilleries in operation 38 were indus-
1
trial, and 885 were agricultural distilleries.
In the past, potatoes were mainly used for the manufacture
of alcohol, but the sharp increase in the output and the un-
favorable potato crop reduced the Government to permit the
use of rye, the rye crop having been increased by more than
35?^ in recent years.
0TH]!l^ AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES
The production of potato starch, dextrin, syrup, and
glucose is concentrated mostly in the hilly borderland
L. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia—1933--p.l37
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along the frontier of Bohemia and Moravia and certain
districts of Slovakia.
The dairy industry is chiefly in the hands of co-
operative farmers' associations. The largest dairies are
located near Prague.
There is an abundant supply of sugar and fruit for the
manufacture of candies and chocolate. There are also many
establishments for drying chicory, located mostly in Bohemia
which was the chief producer of chicory in former Austria.
There are large establishments for making sauerkraut,
and during the war, the preparation of vegetables and canned
meat attained considerable extent.
In Prague and in southern Bohemia is located the smoked
meat industry, the Prague hams being known the world over.
There are also establishments for the preparation of fish
imported from the North and the Baltic Seas.
In the flour milling industry a gradual process of
transformation of small establishments into large ones is
taking place. The mills are located chiefly in Bohemia,
Moravia, Silesia, and Slovakia. In Ruthenia, with but a
few mills, this industry is still undeveloped. In the per-
iod of 1931-1938 Czechoslovakia had a total of 9,083 mills
in operation of which 1591 were of the old type with mill
1
stones and 7,492 with modern equipment. The absolute number
1. ^nual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933--p . 130
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of mills in operation decreased in 1933, because the old
type mills are being closed down faster than modern mills
are being erected. In 1932 the mills worked up 2,342,000
metric tons of grain into mill products. The local mills
are working about 32^ of capacity.
GLASS
One of the oldest branches of Czechoslovak industries
is the manufacture of glass. The first glass v/orks in
Bohemia were founded in the early eleventh century by a
nobleman, Gunther. In the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies, glass bearing a slight green tinge was produced in
the wooded districts of Sumava, the Ore Mountains, and the
Krkonase. In the sixteenth century, glass was already cut
and ground, iit that time the manufacture of glass was
penetrating from the borders into the interior of the land.
Since the end of the sixteenth century Bohemian hollow glass
and pressed glass have been known for their purity, brilliancy,
and transparency
,,
qualities which have made Bohemian glass
famous. Today Czechoslovakia has about 120 glass factories,
producing hollow, cast, and cut glass, plate glass, photo-
graphic glass, glass tubes, watch crystals, glass for light-
ing fixtures, and bottles. Glass refineries are concentrated
mostly in Bor and Senov, and the manufacture of glass Jewelry
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in Gablonz. On the whole, however, the glass works re-
main mostly in their ancient location*
The Czechoslovak glass industry is now unfortunately
passing through one of the most serious depression periods
experienced in recent times. Of the 120 glassworks normally
in operation some fifty or sixty are shut dov/n and most of
the others are working on short time. Of the 30,000 work-
men associated with the industry more than one -half are among
the registered unemployed. In fact, the greatest relative
measure of unemployment among all branches of industry at the
present time is in the glass trade. On an average the Czecho-
slovak glass industry has been operating at only about 25^o of
capacity during the year.
Artificial jewelry (Gablonz wares] was also seriously
affected. Beads and glass buttons were in fair demand but
bead necklaces were not wanted by the world of fashion.
Czechoslovakia’s best customer for Gablonz wares was the
United States, who failed to send the usual orders; and though
a fair business was carried on with England and Germany, these
two countries could not make up for lack of American orders.
’•i/hether the future will bring an improvement or not in the
situation of the glass industry depends on international rela-
tions
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PORCELAIN AND POTTERY
The manufacture of porcelain is one of the oldest of
the industries and the output is as varied as it is exten-
sive. This industry owes its existence to the rich de-
posits of kaolin. This kaolin is considered to be among
the best china clay in the world.
The Bohemian manufacture of pottery dates from the
thirteenth century, and this industry produces varnished
tiles for walls, flagstones, earthenware, and fireclay and
fireclay articles.
In 1929, the peak year, there were in operation 66
potteries with a furnace capacity of 18,300 square meters,
while toDday only 37 with a capacity of approximately 13,000
square meters are working. In 1929 the industry gave em-
ployment to 19,000 workers whereas at the end of 1933 the
number of workers on full time was less than 2,500 and
1
those on short time less than 4,000.
In normal times fully 85^ of the total output of the
industry is exported, therefore, the general crisis and es-
pecially the customs and exchange restrictions now in force
in countries which constitute the regular markets of the
industry have had a paralyzing effect.
The main customers for household porcelain were single
1. iinnual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933
—
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price (five and ten cent) stores that bought the cheapest
grades at rock bottom prices.
In addition to the output of the table and household
china, there is a big production of electrical insulating
wire which in normal years runs in the neighborhood of
4,500 metric tons annually. Most of the insulating por-
celain produced is exported to Hamburg, (for overseas trans-
shipments) Switzerland, England, Germany, and other countries.
TILBER
The extensive timber resources have made possible a
highly developed wood and paper industry. There are over
3200 sav/mills, of which 650 are driven by steam, 50 by
electricity, and the remainder by water power. Many saw-
mills in Prague, in the Sumava, and in Slovakia, specialize
in the production of shingles and wooden cases, while the
sawmills in southern and eastern Bohemia, Moravia, and Slovak-
ia produce excelsior besides. The abundance of wood has
given rise to an extensive manufacture of toys, boxes, furni-
ture, go-carts, shades, parquetry, and wooden cases. The most
important branch of the wood industry is the manufacture of
furniture, which is largely concentrated in Prague and in
Moravia. There are about 50 large furniture factories and
about 4000 of smaller size. There is also an extensive
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wood-turning industry manufacturing wooden faucets, wooden
beads, spools, and other accessories for the textile indus-
try. Other uses of lumber is for picture frames, shoe lasts,
wooden heels, sporting goods, cane goods, wicker and other
goods
•
The year 1933 was characterized by the efforts of
forest owners, including the State, and the sawmill and
wood-working industry to establish a national cartel to
control the felling of timber and keep it in proportion
to the domestic demand, to stabilize prices at higher levels,
and to eliminate the severe competition in the industry.
These endeavors led to a government decree restricting the
cutting of timber to 60^S of the output of former years and
sanctioning a national lumber cartel.
In general the occupation in the wood-working industry
was unsatisfactory, except in the cooperage branch which
was busy turning out beer barrels and staves for the United
States. Total export of wood declined 13?o in value and ira-
1
port as much as 42% in 1933.
The existence of the extensive timber reserves has given
rise to a highly developed paper industry with an approxi-
mate capacity of 240,000 metric tons annually. The wood
1. Annual Economic Reviev/ of Czechoslovakia—1933
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pulp is manufactured chiefly in northeastern Bohemia and
Slovakia. There are also factories that manufacture chem-
ical pulp alone while others manufacture paper for
illustrations, parchment, and cigarette paper. There is
also an extensive manufacture of paper goods, such as paper
bags, cigar holders, cigarette tubes, cardboard boxes,
etc
.
Toward the end of 1933 the paper mills were turning
1
out about 75,000 tons of paper over and above the amount
required to meet the needs of the country, but great oppo-
sition is being met in foreign markets and it is doubtful
if exports can be maintained or expanded.
IRON AND STEEL
The Bohemian iron industry is of very ancient origin.
Iron foundries and forges, although small, were numerous
in Bohemia in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. They
were located in forests and in places where iron ore was
found and mai y of them are still in operation.
Though the Czechoslovak iron works are mostly modern
and up-to-date, the insufficient home production of iron
ore vdth the consequent necessity of buying it in foreign
countries, resulting in heavy expense for purchase and
transport, is the great disadvantage under which the iron
and steel industry suffers, and which renders competition
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933--n . 03.
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with other countries very difficult. Realizing this,
the industry seeks to counter-balance the disadvantage
by amalgamations of interests, better export organization,
and specialization of production. The annual productive
capacity of the steel and iron works comprised in the
Republic is estimated at 1,500,000 tons of steel and
1
1,700,000 tons of raw iron.
During the year 1933, 499,000 metric tons of pig
iron were produced, as compared with 431,000 metric tons
in 1932 and 1,144,000 metric tons in 1931, while the
production of crude steel amounted to 747,000 metric
tons, 682,000 metric tons and 1,520,000 metric tons
2
respectively.
LIETAL
The engineering industry, to the development of which
intensive agriculture and the agricultural industries have
contributed greatly, is concentrated chiefly in the large
cities and in their neighborhood.
The electro-technical industry and the manufacture
of fine mechanical goods are also concentrated in the
larger cities.
Owing to the industrial crisis the output of the blast
furnaces has been reduced to about one-fifth of their normal
1. The Czechoslovak Republic--A Survey--Jaroslav Cesar and
Pokarny--p. 129.
2. Annual Economic Review-of Czechoslovakia— ]933--p. 53.
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capacity. There are also many steel concerns to replace
a part of their losses in export business by increasing
domestic consumption. Small steel houses have been put
on the market by the Yitkovice Works, and the manufacture
of steel disk wheels for automobiles, which were formerly
imported from abroad, was also started. Efforts were made
to induce the Government and other public authorities to
use steel for the construction of bridges instead of con-
crete, Krtiich has been used exclusively for this purpose for
some time. A number of concerns made trials with steel pave-
ments and efforts are being made to introduce metal laths in
the construction of concrete roads.
Together with the factories manufacturing automobiles,
motor planes, locomotives, railway cars, and special machines,
this industry employs 150,000 workmen. It occupies a fore-
most position in the manufacture of machinery and equipment
for sugar mills, distilleries and breweries, and also manu-
factures and exports benzine and naptha motors, motor planes,
steam boilers and engines, and cranes. The production of
musical and surgical instruments is also noteworthy. The
factories manufacturing agricultural machinery number about
150 and are located in the central districts of Bohemia and
Idoravia.
The production of machinery declined as a result of the
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serious curtailment of industrial and commercial operations
in almost every line of business. Particularly sharp v/as
the drop in the demand for heavy machinery due to smaller
government and municipal orders. However, activity of
plants turning out railway motor cars proved an exception
to the general rule, and rose slightly as the railways
in an effort to compete with bus lines placed smaller orders
for motor railway equipment than in preceding years.
The Czechoslovak production of agricultural machinery
and equipment is much greater than her domestic requirements
and large quantities remain for exports. The industry
suffered keenly from the loss of export markets as a re-
sult of the foreign exchange restrictions and from the
competition of countries with depreciated currencies.
In 1933 there were four large and several small con-
cerns producing automotive vehicles in Czechoslovakia. i«hile
the total capacity of the factories is estimated at about
50,000 units annually, only about 9,500 are turned out. On an
average, plants operated 30.1 hours per week during the year.
The drag in production resulted mainly from a sharp de-
crease in the demand and from the efforts of the industry
to prevent an accumulation of stocks through overproduction.
The introduction of additional taxation on motor transport-
ation and increased price of motor fuel prevented a number of
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purchasers from placing their orders.
During 1933 there were four concerns in Czechoslovakia
engaged in the production of planes, and in turning out
aircraft engines. Large orders from the Ministry of National
Defense, which were a result of the political developm.ents in
neighboring Germany, kept the industry comparatively well
employed. No definite figures are available, but estimates
received from various sources indicate that approximately
220 planes and 400 motors were produced in 1933. There are
about 137 airplanes and 4 balloons privately oimed.
2
PIG IRON A^JD CRUDE STEEL PRODUCTION
Output of Pig Iron Output of Crude Steel
1931 1932 1933 1931 1932 1933
Month (Thousand Metric Tons
)
(Thousand Metric Tons)
January 105 51 33 137 61 52
February 98 47 35 127 64 56
March 102 43 41 127 60 65
April 98 43 41 136 54 60
May 101 33 48 137 55 60
June 105 35 46 147 67 70
July 103 28 43 138 52 53
August 106 33 42 143 63 63
September 99 35 44 138 55 61
October 99 35 46 129 49 64
November 88 34 44 105 58 68
December 60 34 36 65 49 43
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933--p . 61
.
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CHEMICALS
The chemioai industry in the former Austro-Hungarian
Empire was almost entirely concentrated in districts which
now form part of the Czechoslovak Republic. These chemical
industries are now carried on especially in the northern
and eastern parts of Bohemia, intthe north of Moravia, and
in Silesia. This is due to the convenient proximity of coal
fields, and of navigable rivers which supply the cheapest
means of transport for raw materials.
The chemical industries can be classified as follows:
(a) Artificial Manures— the manufacture comprises mainly
super-phosphates produced with mineral phosphates im-
ported from abroad.
(b) Glue--the manufacture is widely carried on both by
itself and as a chemical by-product extracted from bones
(c) Dyes—in addition to mineral dyes, such as ultramarine,
metallic dyes derived from chromium, zinc, etc., are
produced.
(d) Dyes for printing (a special branch of this industry is
concerned with the production of dyes for color-printing
and lithography).
(e) Lubricants—manufacture of oils, such as linseed oil,
colza oil, etc.
(f) Pharmaceutical products— (g) Explosives— (h) Varnish
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and Lacquers— (i) Analine— (j) Dyes for pottery— (k)
Pencils— (l) Ink--(m) Boot-polish— (n) Soap--(o) Candles
—
(p) Starch— (q) J'atches.
Developments in the neighboring countries, especially
in Germany, intensified the efforts of the industry to
free itself, as far as possible from foreign raw materials
and supplies. This measure was adopted as a measure of
national preparedness. In line with this development went
very strictly enforced import restrictions on chemicals and
pharmaceuticals which in a number of cases resulted in the
domestic production of certain products or at least of
substitutes.
The agricultural crisis is reflected in a further drop
in the use of artificial fertilizers vdiich is paradoxical
in view of the bumper crop in 1933.
Important events during the year included the extension
of the law providing for a compulsory admixture of of
dehydrated alcohol to fuel gasoline which accounts for the
high production of alcohol in Czechoslovakia.
LEATHER
The manufacture of leather has been carried on since
the earliest times. Due to the invention of new machinery
during the last thirty years, the industry has made rapid
progress. Czechoslovakia has tv.'O-thirds of the total leather
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industry of forraer Austria-Hungary. There are many leather
factories scattered throughout the country.
Activity in the leather industry has slackened consider-
able and many leather workers are unemployed. Local tanner-
ies are operating at about 35^^ of their capacity.
Czechoslovakia shoe and glove manufacturers suffered
great losses from the fluctuation of leather prices and
from greatly reduced exports.
A. S. Bata, the well-knovm Czechoslovakia shoe manufac-
turing concern, and the largest European producer of shoes,
weathered the last year, and that without advancing the out-
put of its plants. This was largely due to the fact that just
efforts were made to increase domestic sales by lowering prices
by 305^ on an average, and by adding the production of other
products to the manufacture of shoes. Bata rubber shoe plants
were enlarged and, in addition to shoes, the manufacture of
other rubber products was begun. Rubber sponges, tires,
ballons, and swimming belts are now among the products turned
out by the concern.
TEXTILES
The textile industry is one of the oldest and most
highly developed of the country and its capacity by far
exceeds the requirements of the domestic market. However,
Czechoslovakia has to import the bulk of the necessary raw
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materials and apart from cotton and jute, large portions
of her requirements of raw wool, flax, and silk must be
imported.
Czechoslovakia’s textile industry, which works predom-
inantly for export, was greatly influenced by developments
in export markets and in competitive countries. Generally
speaking, the Czechoslovakian textile industry is steadily
shrinking because of the increasing output in Japan, China,
India, Australia, New Zealand and the United States.
Such important Czechoslovak textile customers of yesterday,
as were Hungary, Jugoslavia, and Austria, are today large
producers of textiles, and Hungary’s industry has even attained
an export capacity. For this reason Czechoslovakia’s exports
have been reduced to one-fourth of those during the boom
years, and exports of cotton fabrics have shrunk to 18^ of
their former volume. *Vhile in former years Czechoslovakia’s
export surplus of textiles reached a height of :j?33,000,000
to ;§45,G90,000 annually, the corresponding 1933 surplus is
1
in the neighboring of ^;4, 200, 000.
The great difficulties which have been encountered in
the southern and southeastern countries of Europe have forced
the Czechoslovak textile industry to look for new export
markets. Some success has been made in this direction as new
but limited markets have been found in countries of western
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia—1933
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and northern Europe and in overseas states
.
Exports to
certain overseas countries have in some instances increased
as much as four times over those of previous years . The
following chart gives an indication of employment in the
cotton and woolen industries.
CZECHOSLOVAK irJPORTS OF COTTON AND
i
WOOL
(1000 metric tons)
Gotten: 1930 1931 1932 1933
January 13.0 8.8 6.8 6.5
February 11.5 8.2 6.5 6.3
March 10.4 9.7 8.1 7.3
April 9.6 8.8 8.8 5.8
May 11.5 7.3 6.4 5.3
June 8.0 7.7 6.8 5.3
July 7.2 7.6 4.8 5.3
August 7.8 6.5 5.5 4.8
September 9.4 6.3 6.3 6.5
October 10.0 8.5 6.1 6.3
November 11.2 9.1 6.4 7.8
December 10.7 12.1 12.0 8.4
Wool:
January 3.1 2.2 2.7 1.5
February 2.7 2.6 1.6 1.5
March 3.2 2.0 2.2 1.8
April 3.5 3.5 2.3 2.5
May 4.2 3.9 1.8 1.9
June 3.0 3.0 2.5 2.4
July 2.4 3.4 1.7 3.1
August 2.5 2.5 1.2 2.8
September 2.8 2.1 2.7 2.6
October 2.8 3.5 2.1 2.7
November 2.7 2.9 2.2 2.5
December 2.4 3.3 3.0 3.1
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933—Appendix XXXII
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SOCIAL POLICY
UNELIPLOYMSNT
iiVhen Czechoslovakia became an independent State she at
once found herself faced \-d.th problems of extreme gravity.
The war had come to an abrupt end, and it was impossible for
her industries to adapt themselves to neace-time production
as rapidly as was necessary. In consequence, a large number
of workers were unemployed, and their ranks were swollen by
thousands of soldiers who came back from the front and had
no occupations to which they could turn. As it was a techni-
cal impossibility to reorganize the various branches of in-
dustry immediately, a lav/ was passed which enabled the govern-
ment to grant unemplojTnent pay out of public funds, and to
give some assistance at least to those who v/ere out of work
through no fault of their own. The scale of this pay was
raised or lowered in accordance with changes in the level of
commodity prices. The number of the unemployed soon declined,
it is true, but the policy of deflation v/hich vras subsequent-
ly pursued, and for which no proper preparations had been
made, caused great difficulties in the industrial life of the
country. These in their turn, were reflected in the volume
of unemployment, which rose to 3?.1,000 in January, 19?.?. By
the end of 19?5
,
the State had paid out 1,?00,000 Crowns in
unemployment relief. The economic consolidation of the
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the country proceeded apace, however, and the number of
the unemployed fell off rapidly. The Government was thus
able to abandon its policy of granting aid direct and,
in April, 1925, it handed over the organization of unemploj^-
ment relief to the trade unions. Under the so-called Ghent
system, which was then adopted, the State pays a sum equal
to that provided by the trade union organizations for a
period not exceeding three months.
TRADi: UNIONS
The number of v/orkers organized in trade unions in
Czechoslovakia who are thus insured against unemployment is
1,600,000. They are not all, however, enrolled in one
united organization, but are split up amongst more than 550
separate unions which, in turn combine to form 12 central
federations. Each of these is attached to one or other of
the political parties. For this reason, the trade unions
in Czechoslovakia are frequently in bitter opposition to one
another, and lack the importance which is really their due
in view of the large number of workers enrolled in the
movement. Recently, hovrever, a federation has been effected
betv;een the trade unions connected V7ith the Czech and German
Social Democratic parties, and this new body now has a mem-
bership of over 600,000.
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HOUSING SITUATION
The activity of building is the closing act of the
second great social problem that has faced Czechoslovakia
during the post-war period— that of housing. During the
war itself no building was done, since there was nobody
to build for. V/hen the war ended, however, there was an
immediate demand for more housing accommodation. This de-
mand could not be met at once, since building costs rapidly
rose above the level of the earnings of the masses. The
Government was therefore obliged to guarantee tenants se-
curity of tenure, and to adopt a policy of rent restriction,
while, on the other hand, support had to be given to new
building operations.
0THii:R social PROBLEt.IS
In the sphere of v^orkers* social welfare Czechoslovakia
has endeavored to secure healthier conditions for the v/orker
by an adjustment of hours of work. The steps taken in this
direction include the prohibitionuof wage-earning work by
children under fourteen years of age, the prohibition of
night work, the regulation of the work of cottage workers,
the introduction of an eight-hour day, together with the un-
conditional ratification of the Washington Convention, and the
fixing of law of an annual holiday for workers.
The most considerable progress of all, hov/ever, has been
made in the direction of workers’ insurance. Sickness insur-
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ance, which under the old Austrian regime applied only to
workers in industries, trades, and commerce, has been extend-
ed to include all workers, and all have now to be insured
against disablement and old age as v/ell. 7/orkers and em-
ployers contribute in equal proportions, while the Govern-
ment also makes a' fixed annual contribution towards the
cost of the disablement scheme.
Working conditions are regulated by private contract.
The organizations of both capital and labor have shown them-
selves most unTfilling to have recourse to strikes, lockouts,
and other forms of social conflict, and have almost invari-
ably preferred to arrive at collective agreements by negotia-
tion.
As half of the population of Czechoslovakia consists of
wage earners, it is natural that the social policy has played
a very important role in the first ten years of Czechoslovak
independence
.
EFFECT OF CARTELS ON IliDUSTHIES
The formation of prices through the operation of the law
of supply and demand is greatly restricted in Czechoslovakia
by a large number of price controlling arrangements. Re-
stricted foreign markets, a strong leaning toward national
protectionism, and shrinking domestic market have encouraged
the formation of all kinds of private monopolies and the
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strengthening of ezisting cartels, with very few exceptions.
The influence of industrial cartels has been somewhat
successful in checking the fall in prices of certain import-
ant groups of commodities. The policy of these organizations
has been to maintain stable prices in good times and bad.
As cartel agreements in Czechoslovakia include the most
important key industries, it may be safely said that their
influence is decisive in keeping up living costs. They
have also adversely handicapped Czechoslovak export in-
dustries in their fight with countries with depreciated
currencies. Endeavors of the Czechoslovak government to
lower the price level of industrial porducts have been large-
ly nullified by the resistance of cartels. The Cartel Law of
1933 with its corollary decree not only subjected cartels to
strict government control but also porvided for the registra-
tion of all existing and all new cartels agreements and like-
wise for all changes in cartel prices and rates.
At the end of 1933, a total of 564 valid cartel agree-
ments had been entered in the Cartel Register, of which 440
apply to the domestic market and 124 to foreign markets.
More than one-half of the cartel agreements are enforced by
special cartel organizations.
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TRADES
The ’’inherited” industries were originally destined
to supply the internal markets of an empire of fifty-two
million inhabitants, while the industry in Slovakia and
Carpathian Ruthenia developed under a subvention policy
adapted by Hungary, Thus, while Austria and Hungary have
lost their industries to a large extent, those industries
now in Czechoslovakia have lost more than two-thirds of
their markets, for what had previously been an inland mar-
ket now has become a foreign customs area. Inevitably there
arose in neighboring countries a tendency to create new
industries and prevent the importation of Czechoslovakian
goods, a condition the new Republic had to attempt to meet
by adapting the country’s industries to the changed condi-
tions. On the whole, the fear that Czechoslovak industries
would not be able to maintain their position has not been
realized.
Intensive agriculture and prosperous industries have
enabled Czechoslovakia to build up an extensive foreign
trade. The balance of trade is, on the whole, favorable. The
country has to import foodstuffs and raw materials needed in
the Industries, and export industrial products in return. Many
branches of industry have had to seek foreign markets for as
much as 50 to 90 per cent of their products.
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The geographical position of Czechoslovakia makes her
natural markets, apart from Germany and Austria T/ho are so
close to her, those countries lying to the south and east,
-Diat is to say, those formerly constituting the Austro-
Hungarian Hmpire, Poland, Russ is., and the Balkan nations; but
of recent years a considerable export trade has been developed
with Great Britain. Ultimately both Poland and Russia will,
when their political and economic stability has become more
settled, be made markets for Czechoslovakia both for the
import of foodstuffs and raw materials, and for the export
of the manufactured articles for which the country has become
known
.
Western nations, indeed, are hardly likely to become
very extensive customers except for products which are typi-
cally Czechoslovak. Recent statistics show that the chief
articles of export are sugar, woolen goods, coal, timber* and
glassware. Her chief customers for those articles, nowadays,
are Austria and Germany, and she obtains from the United
States and Germany some 40/3 of her total imports.
Czechoslovakia’s international trade in 1933 reflected
the restrictions imposed in a majority of countries on im-
ports and on the transfer of funds, and the country’s policy
of levelling imports and exports with the individual countries
in cases where Czechoslovakia’s foreign trade balance has been
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unfavorable in the preceding years. This development was
intensified through the necessity of establishing national
clearings with a number of countries which did away with
the need for payment transfers, but on the other hand had
proved to be a very retarding element in the trade relations
of the countries concerned.
Unit prices of both imports and exports reached new
lows in 1933. The price levels of imported raw materials
paralleled world developments, while the prices of manufac-
tured products from countries with depreciated currencies,
notably from Great Britain and the United States, reflected
to a large extent the currency devaluation. It should be
born in mind, however, that virtually all compensation trans-
actions, both in the form of private clearings and overblocked
accounts, have been made on the basis of bonuses paid by im-
porters and exporters for the accomodations of the compensa-
tion business. The price received by the Czechoslovak ex-
porter in instances was, therefore, increased by the bonus
received from the importer while the latter had to figure the
bonus into the cost price.
UJilil trade routes ^jd forts
The. new demarkation of boundaries gives Czechosloveikia
the most central position in Europe, and this is certain to
exercise a considerable influence on the future trade and
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economical development of the Republic. On the .north and
W3st the country borders on Germany, on the south the bound-
ary is contigious v/ith that of Austria and of Hungary, on the
west with Poland, and is a short distance in the extreme east
of Rumania.
The Czechoslovak railViray system may be considered as a
pure Governmental enterprise, as at the beginning of 1923
The Czechoslovak State Railways owned or operated 13,736
kilometers of lines or 98>o of the total lines in the country.
Y/hile formerly the railways were a raying proposition,
in the past few years they have become a burden on the State
Treasury. The year of 1932 ended with a loss of 892 million
crowns (v26,760,000) with expenditures amounting to 4,388
million crowns ($131,640,000) and an income to the amount of
1
3,496 m.illion crowns ($104,800,000).
A variety of trade routes are available for the shipment
of goods to and from Czechoslovakia. The route already re-
ferred to via Kam.burg and the Elbe River is the most practical
for shipments from Canada. The Czechoslovak government has
been granted special warehouse facilities in the Free Port of
Hamburg and goods destined to Czechoslovakia may be shipped
through the Czech-Slovak commercial commission at Hamburg,
which supervises trans-shipments. From Hamburg, merchandise
for Prague is transported chiefly by barges vrhile as far as
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933--p . 150.
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the Czechoslovak frontier barges may be utilized.
The water route by the Elbe to and from Prague has been
found to be 40?o cheaper than rail transportation. One of
the quickest routes for the dispatch of merchandise to Czecho-
slovakia is via Trieste, the port on the Adriatic now belong-
ing to Italy. Austria, on account of the coal shortage, has
restricted the use to v;hich Trieste can be available for
traffic to and from Czechoslovakia. The Italian government,
with a view to developing Trieste as a shipping center, has
agreed to favor the Southern Railroad, which runs from Vienna
to Trieste, with coal and freight cars, and has granted spe-
cial facilities to central European countries desirous of
making use of the port of Trieste. This port is an important
factor in the trade of Czechoslovakia, particularly in regard
to imports for points in Moravia and Slovakia and exports to
1
the Mediterranean for eastern countries.
The chief routes from French ports to Czechoslovakia are
through Strassburg and Bavaria and through Basel, Switzerland,
and Bavaria. The route through Switzerland and the Austrian
Tyrol is also an important one but at present is disorganized
ovj-ing to the shortage of coal in Austria. A relatively cheap
route for shipping to Czechoslovakia is through the Dutch
port of Rotterdam, thence up the Rhine to Frankfort,
1. The Trade of the Dew Countries of Sou^th-East Europe—by
L. D. 'A'ilgress.
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Germany, from whence shipment may be made by rail to points
in western Czechoslovakia, or if the goods are destined for
points in Slovakia they may be transhipped to the I/anube
1
and thence transported by barge or steamer to Bratislava.
Bratislava, which was formerly known as Pressburg, is
the largest city in Slovakia. It is nov/ the principal Czech-
oslovak port on the river Danube and is considered by the
Czechoslovaks as the gateway to the East. Great effort has
been made to develop the shipping facilities of the port in
order to take care of the traffic between Bohemia and Moravia
and southeastern Europe, traffic which was formerly passed
through Vienna. This port serves not only as the gateway
for the import of raw materials and foodstuffs, but will
also provide the manufactured products of Czechoslovakia with
an outlet to the markets of southeastern Europe.
FOREIGN TRADE POLICY
Czechoslovakians commercial policy has always been dir-
ected toward the preservation of her economic and political
identity. The core of her policy has, therefore, been a
system of commercial treaties which would open as wise a
scope as possible for her export trade. As a country de-
pendent for its economic prosperity upon foreign trade,
Czechoslovakia might have been expected from the start to be
in favor of more or less free trade arrangements. Instead
1. The Trade of the New Countries of South-East Europe--by
L. D. Viilgress.
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of that, the trend of developments in all the surrounding
countries has forced her into the path of trade restrictions,
with the result that she has become one of the most highly
protectionist countries of Central furore. The need of
strict trade regulations in her case has been rendered
especially acute by her determination to protect her currency
at all costs.
In her foreign trade policy Czechoslovakia faces a
conflict betreen the need of protecting the home market and
of stimulating exports. So far she has attempted to pro-
tect both her industry and agriculture, vfith the emphasis on
protection for the latter, due mainly to the influence of
her strong Agrarian Party.
During the year 1934 a close check was kept on trade
balances v;ith other countries, and an unfavorable balance was
used as an excuse for discriminatory treatment of imports.
Import permit and foreign exchange restrictions, imposed
on the majority of manufactures and agricultural products,
served as dam*s against the regular flow of merchandise from
such countries as the United States, which could not boast
of an unfavorable trade balance with Czechoslovakia. The
curtailing of imports from countries v;^ith favorable trade
balances has been carried out by the Ministries of Commerce
and Agriculture with the help of the i'-ational Bank, v;hich has
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consistently refused foreign exchange pennits for goods
from such countries.
The protectionistic trend has been strongly accentuated
by marked duty increases during the year 1934. However, ex-
ceptional positions have been held by France and Italy. The
former, in spite of her favorable trade balance, has profited
froiji her political key position in Czechoslovakia. Italy
also has profited, less as a result of the unfavorable Italian
trade balance than of the very clever 'and comprehensive
Italian trade treaty which, although concluded as early as
1924, excluded all barriers in the trade between the two
1
countries
.
Exports to countries with frozen Czechoslovak export
credits have been fostered, and frozen credits partly floated
by compensation agreements, the clearing being effected either
by overblocked accounts or by means of private clearings. In
many cases, the Czechoslovak importer had to pay "export pre-
miums" to the exporter who afforded him the facility of a com-
pensation arrangement.
shrinkage of foreign trade
Czechoslovakia’s imports in 1932 had a total value of
^239,864,294, and exports, $217,628,205. Of the year’s total
turnover, direct trade with Germany approximated 20.4^, vd.th
Austria 9.6%, with the United States 9.2%, Great Britain 5%,
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia—1933--p.l63
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and transit shipments via the free parts of Hamburg and
Bremen 7.4^. The principal im.ports during 1932 were raw
cotton and cotton goods, grain, flour and rice, ravf wool,
woolen yarns and manufactures, fruits and vegetables, coal,
silk and silk goods, animal products, mineral oils, fats,
tobacco, base metals, and wares thereof, electrical machinery
and appliances. Leading exports vrere cotton, yarns, and
manufactures, glass and glassware, leather and leather goods,
iron and iron wares, woolen yarns and manufactures, paper
2
and paper goods^ and wood.
The total value of Czechoslovakia’s foreign trade in
1933, which amounted to $351 ,000 ,000, declined 21% as com-
pared Tdth 1932, 53% as compared with 1931, 65% as compared
with 1929. As compared with 1932, the drop in the value of
imports was 22% and in the value of exports ,20%. Total ex-
ports in 1933 were $175,500,000, and imports were $175,000,
3
000 .
While no statistics are available as the exact relations
of exports to production, it may be safely assumed that in
view of the decline in exports and of the restrictions imposed
on imports, the proportion of output for hom.e consum.ption has
considerably increased. Textiles, glass, ceramics, shoe^ ,and
1. General Trade Inform.ation from the American Consulate General
at Pragu(fe.
,
_ , ^ ^ -i
?. General Trade Information from the American Consulate General
at Prague.
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sugar are the principal export coinmodities of Czechoslovakia
at the present time.
CHANGE IN YOLUMS. OF I^iPQRTS AND EXPORTS
The shrinkage in the value of all Czechoslovak imports'
in 1933 amounted to 22% as compared with 1932. The decline
7;as mainly due to the restrictions imposed on the import of
manufactured products which dropped 32%. Foreign purchases
of foodstuffs and beverages declined by 29% and livestock
1
by 23%. Import of raw materials lost only 12% in value.
Conspicuous was the decline in the import (quantity)
of lumber and timber, corn, coal, edible fats, and cotton,
while gains were registered in the import of raw tobacco,
fertilizers, rice, wool, oil seeds, and iron ores.
The groups of cormodities that declined more than 22%
on an average included colonial goods, cereals and mill pro-
ducts, lacquers, coloring materials, pharmaceuticals and
perfumery, coal, electric machinery and apparatus, other
machinery and apparatus, cotton yarns and fabrics, iron
and products, woolen yarns and fabrics, and mineral oils.
Comparatively small losses were suffered in silk and silk
products (one-third of one percent), slaughter house pro-
ducts, southern fruits, minerals, base metals and products,
and fruits and vegetables. The only important commodity
1
that gained considerably was wool.
1. Annual Economic Heview of CzechoslovQkia--1933--p . 97-103.
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The shrinkage in Czechoslovak exports in 1933, v/hich
amounted to 20^^ in value as compared with 1932, was wholly
0
due to decreased shipments of finished manufactures. The
collapse in the export of foodstuffs and beverages and of
livestock was counterbalanced by a small decline in the
value of export shipments of raw materials.
Gains were registered in the export quantity of building
stones, iron manufactures, flour, v/ood pulp, iron rods, coal,
sheet iron, and malt. Other commodities showed a shrinkage
in the quantities exported. Among these were grains, sugar,
paper, sheetglass, iron wire, wood, iron ore, and hollow
glass
,
COmODITY BIPORTS EXPORTS BY COUNTRIES
Germany remained by far the most important supplier
of merchandise to Czechoslovakia, although her share in
the total Czechoslovak imports dropped as a consequence of
import restrictions imposed in order to reduce Czechoslovak-
ia’s adverse trade balance with Germany. The slump in im-
ports from Germany was due to import restrictions and to a
pronounced boycott after the political upheaval of her
country.
The second largest supplier of merchandise vms the
United States, with France taking third place because of
the very lenient treatment accorded French goods. Gains were
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also registered by Hungary as a consequence of a compensa-
tion agreement between the two countries. There were gains
in imports from Belgium, Great Britain, Italy, Holland, and
British India. Losses were registered notably by Poland,
Austria, Rumania, Yugoslavia, and Russia.
Germany is by far the most important customer for
Czechoslovak goods, Austria remained her second best cus-
tomer in 1933 as in former years. The United States ranked
third. Other countries to increase their share of Czecho-
slovakia's exports were Great Britain, Holland, Sv/itzerland,
and France while losses were noted in exports to Rumania,
Yugoslavia, and Russia.
1
EXPORTS BY COUNTRIES OF DESTINATION
January-October
Country of Destination 1932 1935 1954
(Million Crowns
J
Germany 1,198.5 1,045.2 1,284.9
Hamburg ( transit
)
253.0 125.1 69.6
Premon { transit 0.6 0.5 0.1
Poland 188.1 166.8 118.0
Austria 1,031.2 720.8 621.1
Hungary 202.1 190.1 124.1
Rumania 301.6 221.5 211.2
Yugoslavia 404.1 197.2 212.9
Persia 14.9 26.8
’''Preliminary figures.
**Included under "other countries,"
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1934--Appendix LXXVI,
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EXPORTS BY COUNTRIES OF DESTINATION
( continued)
Country of Destination 1932 1933 1934
France 366.2 331.9 224.6
Belgium 182.2 147.6 126.7
Great Britain 406.5 359.8 371.1
Italy 193.7 163.4 164.1
Triest (transit) 56.1 23.0 19.7
Netherlands 294.9 266.2 220.0
Spain 45.4 44.3 41.0
Switzerland 308.9 269.8 236.9
Denmark 90.6 75.6 69.9
Norway 63.3 45.6 46.5
Sweden 139.0 111.7 133.8
Columbia 6.3 34.9 **
U.S.S.R. 120.8 77.4 23.2
Turkey 129.3 69.8 138.3
China 51.2 46.0 67.3
Latvia 40.1 33.0
British India 99.9 77.0 76.9
Egypt 48.6 45.9 44.0
South Africa 59.0 47.9 60,4
Canada 51.3 27.8 33.3
United States 505.6 428.0 404.6
Argentina 70.8 65.7 81,7
Brazil 32.3 37.6 41.4
Palestine 21.3 32.3
Other Countries 414.5 366.8 586.2
Total 7,391.9 5,923.0 5,843.5
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1
IIvIPQRTS BY CQUNTHIES OF ORIGIN
January-October*
Country of Origin: 1932 1933
(Million Crowns)
1934
Germany 1,972.9 1,209.2 1, 034.7
Hamburg (transit) 674.9 375.6 220.1
Bremen (transit) 220.6 189.1 171.7
Poland 375.6 190.8 18S.3
Austria 433.4 298.6 262.4
Hungary 120.8 167.0 100.8
Rumania 334.5 176.6 143.8
Yugoslavia 388.7 230.9 162.4
Bulgaria 63.6 47.1 23.3
France 323.6 382.1 347.9
Belgium 120.9 122.3 127.8
Great Britain 338.8 280.1 278.4
Italy 253 .
2
236.3 202.7
Triestii. ( transit
)
44.5 60.1 17.2
Netherland 179.6 187.4 189.5
Spain 59.5 44.7 45.3
Switzerland 217.8 179.1 159.2
Denmark 43.5 61.4 45.3
Norway 19.5 35.6 30.2
Sweden 58.2 67.3 99.9
Greece 48.5 41.6 34.0
U.S.S.R 163.8 112.8 06.0
* Preliminary figures.
’^''‘Included under (other countries).
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1934--Appendix LXXV '

IIv^ORTS BY COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN
{ continued
)
Country of Origin: 1932 1933 1934
Turkey 62.6 83.0 25.6
British V/est Africa 45.3 49.6 3t=sK
Dutch Indies 54.9 60.2
British India 110.5 198.1 206.3
Egypt 79.4 74.9 92.4
South Africa 28.5
Canada 33.5 45.5 4.7
United States 927.0 464.1 266.9
Argentina 92.2 97.5 129.3
Brazil 50.4 48.8 61.6
Australia 40.1 64.7 65.3
Other Countries 195.6 245.1 330.1
Total 8,157.9 6,125.2 5,201.4
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CZECHOSLOVAK TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES
Czechoslovak imports from the United States amounted to
438 million crowns (^13,140,000) in 1931, to 791, 000 million
crowns (^23,730,000) in
1932*
*, and 437,448 million crowns
($13,120,000) in 1933, all amounts referring to the first
1
eleven months of the years given.
Wood, naval stores, leather and leather goods, plastics,
non-ferrous base metals, mineral oils, and chemicals were among
the commodities. The most severe decline in imports was sus-
tained by American raw tobacco, followed by cotton, rubber pro-
ducts (notably tires), silk and silk goods, ready-made wear-
ing apparel, machinery and apparatus, (electric and other),
automobiles and apparatus (electric and other), and instru-
ments .
Czechoslovak exports to the United States during the
first eleven months of the year declined from 747 million
crowns ($22,410,000 in 1931 and 459 million crowns ($13,770,000)
1
in 1933.
Major losses were registered in the export of linen goods,
slippers, beads, woolens, toys, Gablonz wares. Improvements
were noted in the export of leather shoes, burlap, hides and
skins, glass wares, buttons, cotton goods, gloves, furniture,
plate glass, chemicals, and pencils.
As Czechoslovakia is an inland country, the United States
statistics of foreign trade cannot give an accurate picture of
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933--p . 104.
* Including 591 million crowns ($17,730,000) gold purchases.
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our trade with that country. Considerable quantities of exports
are listed as going to other countries when their ultimate des-
tination is ill reality Czechoslovakia. The imports are essen-
tially raw materials, foodstuffs, and special mechanical appara-
tus, such as office appliances and such. Czechosloslovak export
statistics show that glass and glassv/are are the principal arti-
cles sold to the United States. The raw cotton, which is im-
ported principally from the United States, is turned into cotton
manufactures, a good amount of which is sold on the American
market. Among the other Czechoslovakian exports to the United
States, plain and patent leather goods may be noted.
1
BIPORTS FROM THE UInFITED STaTES BY C0M.I0DITIES
Commodities by
Czechoslovak tariff 1952 1933
January-October
1934
classes
;
(Thousand Crovms
)
Colonial goods 22 8 27
Spices 5 1 -
Southern fruits 1,270 217 637
Sugar 5 - -
Tobacco 14,159 5,725 411
Grains, legumes,
mill products, rice 403 516 854
Fruits and vegetables 5,041 4,425 7,572
Livestock - - -
Other animals 12 —
* Preliminary figures.
1. Annual Economic Reviev/ of Czechoslovakia--1934--Appendix LXXVII.
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lA^PORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES BY GOmODITIES
} continued)1922 1932 1 9 3 4
Commodities by
Czechoslovak tafiff
classes
:
Animal Products 724 1,080 2,613
Fats 19,308 14,737 9,265
Fatty oils 11 33 74
Beverages - 2 -
Foodstuffs 1,953 1,257 1,261
Wood 3,293 3,324 2,480
Coal and peat - - -
Turning and carving
materials 250 103 324
liinerals 7,844 6,219 6,484
Pharmaceuticals
and perfumery 270 187 186
Coloring and tanning
material 120 26 65
Guns and rosins 4,893 7,484 5,072
iVlineral oils, coal
and schist tar 12,573 16,379 41,048
Cotton, Cotton yarns
and goods 177,177 127,557 118,574
Flax, hemp. Jute,
other vegetable
fibers, yarns and
goods 47 2 12
Wool, woolen yarns
and goods 155 180 347
Silk and silk goods 2,562 1,162 1,556
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liVJ^ORTS FROM THE UNITED STAT^ BY CQMI/.ODITISS
(continued)
Commodities by
Czechoslovak tariff
classes
:
19 3 2 19 3 3
( Thousand
19 3 4
crovms )
Ready-made wearing
apparel 3,326 583 195
Brush and sieve
makers^ wares 14 36 15
\/ares of straw, cane,
raffia, wood splits, etc. - -
Paper and paper goods 1,521 1,351 967
Rubber, guttarcha
and goods 17,964 5,148 2,120
Oil cloth and goods 81 73 41
Leather and leather
goods 5,079 5,146 6,269
Furriers* wares 477 550 1,134
Wooden wares, wares of
other turning and
carving material 1,610 1,509 3,359
Glass and glass
wares 1,056 507 367
Stone products 1,128 1,235 1,359
Ceramics 1 14 23
Iron and Iron goods 2,711 1,999 3,124
Nonferrous base metals
and goods 1,876 5,694 9,003
Machinery, apparatus
and parts 8,064 4,488 9,533
Electric machinery
apparatus end supplies 5,849 3,468 4,712
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IIVSPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES BY COM.^ODITIES
( continued)
19 3 2
(
Commodities by Czechoslovak
19 3 3
Thousand
19 3 4
croTOs )
tariff classes:
Vehicles 8,455 3,844 2 , 986
Precious metals, Jewelry-
coins, etc. 593,094 219,538 2
Instruments, clocks
and watches 15,506 9,546 10,359
Table salt - - -
Chemicals 4,982 7,873 8,241
Paints, dyes, pharmaceu-
ticals, perfumery 1,563 590 3,584
Candles, soap and wax
goods 159 68 110
Matches and explosives 8 2 19
7/orks of literature
and art 148 108 94
V/aste materials 452 149 274
Total Imports 927,016 464,125 266 , 898
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EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES 3Y CCMyTODITlES
1 9 3 2 19 3 3
Ianuary-October'
19 3 4
( Thousand crowns )
Commodities by Czechoslovak
tariff classes;
Colonial goods
Spices - 1 -
Southern fruits - - -
Sugar - - -
Tobacco 3 10 -
Grains, legumes, mill
products, rice 666 4,768 13,867
Fruits and vegetables 8,386 37,994 25,443
Livestock - - -
Other animals 135 1 -
Animal products 4,773 6,715 4,259
Fats 1,501 1,205 350
Fatty oils - - -
Beverages o1
—
1
733 1,054
Foodstuffs 1,744 942 239
Wood 1
—
1
1
—
1
3,148 4,111
Coal and peat - - -
Turning and carving
materials 69 95 7
I.!inerals 744 1,673 943
Preliminary figures.
1. Annual Sconor.ic ^eviev of Czechoslovakia— 1934--i>.ppendi
LXXVIII.
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EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES BY COMvIODITIES
(continued)
1932 1933 1934
Commodities by Czechoslovak
tariff classes:
Pharmaceuticals and
perfumery 117 43 32
Coloring and tanning
materials - - 3
Gums and rosins 112 71 4
Mineral oils, coal
and schist tar - - -
Cotton, cotton yarns
and goods 25,197 28,031 44,714
Flax, hemp. Jute,
other vegetable
fibres, yarns and
goods 100,449 79,948 60,448
Wool, woolen yarns
and goods 12,569 6,089 4,480
Silk and silk goods 3,852 3,130 4 , 215
Ready-made wearing
apparel 34,813 15,763 44,346
Brush and sieve
makers* wares 180 28 5
Wares of straw, cane
raffia, wood splits,
etc
.
>
633 593 322
Paper and paper goods27,041 30,160 30,159
Rubber, guttapercha
and goods 14,248 9,654 537
Oil cloth and g-oods
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EXPORTS TO THE UNITSD STATES BY COR:il!ODITIES
( continued)
1 9 5 S 1 9 5 5 1 9 5 4
Commodities by Czechoslovak
tariff classes:
Leather and leather goods
125,606 75,448 68,658
Furriers’ wares 15 5 66
Wooden wares, wares
of other turning
and carving materi-
als 7,515 19,116 8,505
Glass and glass
wares 86,700 70,788 57,885
Stone products 511 525 57
Ceramics 11,090 8,645 6,971
Iron and iron goods 9,502 4,955 4,506
Nonferrous base
metals and goods 5,857 5,976
Machinery and parts 1,460 254
5,557
549
Electric machinery
apparatus and
supplies
Vehicles
Precious metals.
Jewelry, coins, etc.
Instruments, clocks
and watches
Table salt
1,114 272 275
2 60 -
1,289 596 265
4,960 4,624 5,205
507 - -
5,525 2,429 5,752Chemicals
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EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES BY COM-AODITIES
( continued)
19 3 2 19 3 3 19 3^
Commodities by Czechoslovak
tariff classes:
Paints, dyes, pharmaceu-
ticals, perfumery 3,596 3,919 2,543
Candles, soap and
wax goods 228 210 295
Matches and
explosives 53 - -
Works of literature
and art 3,144 2,390 2,311
Waste materials 707 921 235
Total Exports 505,875 428,034 404,571
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1
CZECHOSLOVAK FOREIGN TRADE ACCORDING TO BRUSSSl S NOf.^NCLATUHS
1932* 1933
1934**
Groups Imports Exports
(
Imports Exports Imports i-.xports
million icrovms )
Livestock
Foodstuffs
137.4 3.9 104.6 1.5 50.9 1.8
and
Beverages 1569.6 832.3 1117.3 404 .
8
723.7 CO«LOo
Raw -.'ater- 3306 .5 1385.8 2908.4 1343.1 2863.4 1386.8
ials
Manufactur - 2445.2 5107.0 1669.6 4041.9 1564.6 4133.0
es
Unworked gold
and silver
,
gold
and silver coins
699.2 62.9 324.8 81.1 35.9 16.2
Total 8157.2 7391.9 6124.7 5922.4 5201.6 5843.5
Less gold
silver for
and
minting purposes
and coins 671.2 49.2 292.4 69.0 6 .
6
5.7
Net trade
in Mdse. 7486.7 6342.7 5832.3 5853.4 5195.0 5837.8
Returned
goods 41.4 23.6 23.2 18.6 jf-- 3|t
*Definite totals (in round numbers) as published by the Czech-
oslovak State Statistical Office.
"^* Preliminary total (in round numbers).
*** Not yet available
1. Annual Economic Revicv/ of Czechoslovakia--1934--Appendix LXXI
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INDUSTRIAL FAIRS EXIBITIOI^S
The organization of trade fairs or sample exhibitions
has lately come into prominence as a means of promoting
the trade industries of Czechoslovakia. Before the V/orld
War the development of manufacturing was stimulated by the
holding of periodical exhibitions, but nov." Czechoslovakia
has followed the example of other countries by organizing
trade fairs, where samples are shown and orders booked,
Duringvxthe fairs many thousands of traders and manufacturers
visit Czechoslovakia, as the fairs offer an excellent oppor-
tunity for establishing new commercial relations, as well as
for direct inquiry into the economic conditions of the Re-
public. Exporters from western countries can not only enter
into connections with Czechoslovak firms, but also with buyers
from the. other Central European and Balkan countries, which
are always represented by large numbers of visitors.
Originally there were arranged three industrial fairs,
to be held periodically at Prague, Liberec, and Pressburg
respectively.
The Prague Fair is the most important as Prague is situated
in the middle of a rich industrial area, and is also an im-
portant railway center in the heart of Europe. In Liberec,
an important trade and industrial center in Northern Bohemia,
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textile goods, glassware, and pottery, as well as other
industries are represented. The importance of the Orient
Fair, held at Pressburg, the chief Czechoslovak port on
the Danube and the natural outlet for goods intended for
export to the Near East Countries, is considerable, and it
is expected to be an indispensable market for the inter-
1
change of goods from Central and Eastern Europe.
CONTROL OF FOREIGN COmiERCE
The most important organizations for the importation of
raw materials are the syndicates into which the present in-
dustries have been organized by the government. The indus-
trial enterprises and traders in the various branches of
trade were compelled to join the syndicates of the particular
industry to which they belonged. The government is represent-
ed on the board of directors of each syndicate. The syndi-
cate has full control over the importation and distribution
of raw materials and examines all applications for import and
export licenses relating to its particular industry. As
a typical example of the organization of the syndicates,
there may be mentioned the Cotton Syndicate, which is com-
prised of all the Czechoslovakian spinners, each member having
furnished capital in accordance with the number of spindles
operating. This syndicate is the only agency authorized to
make purchase of cotton, but the sanction of the Ministry
1. The Czechoslovak Republic by Cesar and Pokarny.--p. 162
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of Finance is necessary for each purchase. Other syndicates
have been formed for the metal, chemical, paper, glass, tim-
ber, sugar^ beer, spirits, hops, fats, enamelled ware, mother
of pearl, woolen, and linen trades.
The export of the finished products of certain leading
Czechoslovak industries is mostly handled through export
commissions representing all the producers in that particular
industry and under the control of the government.
The government of Czechoslovakia exercises a strict
control over the imports and the exports from the country in
order to safeguard the interests of the State until such time
as the trade and industries of the Republic can be established
on a sound and independent basis. The principal aims of the
Government are to assure the supply of the necessary raw
materials for the diversified industries of the country, to
stabilize the rate of exchange, and to promote the sale a-
broad of exportable manufactured products.
TARIFF
The Ministry of Foreign Trade has been established
to direct the execution of the Programme for the exchange
of goods on a compensation basis, for the importation of
necessary supplies of raw materials and foodstuffs, and
for the exportation of the Czechoslovak products.
From the point of view of her domestic requirements
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Czechoslovakia is decidedly over-industrialized. Her
character as an exporter of manufactured goods is a car-
dinal factor in her economic life and a determining element
in her economic policy. Czechoslovakia is primarily an
importer of raw materials and an exporter of manufactured
goods, and as a rule, raw materials come in free or at low
duty rates, v/hile manufactured products are subject to
high duties. The industrial developm.ent of Czechoslovakia
and the great importance of a favorable balance of trade
have already been outlined. They have necessarily been
dominant factors in determining the commercial policy of
the country, the chief aim of which has always been to
ensure an adequate market for exports abroad, in order to
guarantee employment and production at home. In this latter
connection, the protection of the home market can only be
a secondary aim, as far as it is indispensable for the
proper adjustment of conditions of production and competition.
Immediately after the war Central Europe was exhausted;
there was a chronic shortage of raw materials and finished
goods alike, and transport was completely disorganized. The
heritage of State control during the war period complicated
matters still further, and currency fluctuations, at home
and abroad, added greatly to the difficulties of foreign
trade. These were intensified by restrictions on imports and
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exports and by the regulation of transactions in foreign
exchange. Under such chaotic conditions the normal pro-
tection of customs tariffs was hopelessly Inadequate, and
in Czechoslovakia, as in other States, it was necessary at
the outset to extend government control over imports and ex-
ports by instituting the permit system.
As a foundation for her tariff policy, the new Republic
took over the Austro-Hungarian Customs Tariff of 1906, with
the surcharges added during the war to counterbalance cur-
rency depreciation. The surcharges were progressively divided
into three categories in three columns of the tariff in
1919, but two years later their place was taken by co-effi-
cients, the last regulation of which came in December 1951.
This m.eant a substantial increase in duties to correspond
with the low rate of the Czech Crown which then prevailed.
The first commercial agreements, concluded late in 1918,
1919, and in the first half of 19^^9
,
nimed at ensuring
reciprocal freedom for a limited quota of certain specified
imports and exports. They were the natural outcome of the
situation at that time, and were concluded more especially
with the neighbouring States. Before the end of 19?9, how-
ever, conditions had become somewhat less abnormal, and,
after the first provisions! agreements with Yugoslavia and
Switzerland which still continued the pre-war Austrian system
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of tariffs, several new general treaties of conmerce were
concluded on the basis of most-favored-nation treatment, the
first treaty being v;ith Germany in June, 1929. These treaties
were generally completed by agreements concerning import and
export facilities.
During the years 1929 to 1932 the results of the V/ar on
the economic life of the country were gradually liquidated.
This development was interrupted by the deflation crisis,
which had a marked effect upon the foreign trade position,
and thus also influenced commercial policy. V/hen the crisis
had been overcome, however, the consolidation of the economic
life of the country proceeded apace, and this was naturally
reflected in the commercial position. It was now essential
to negotiate definite treaties, embodying not only the most-
favored-nation clause, but also special tariff concessions,
in order to secure adequate markets for Czechoslovak exports
abroad. The first treaty of this type was concluded with
France in August, 1923, and this was quickly follov/ed by
similar treaties with Italy, Austria, and other States of
particular importance in the foreign trade of the country.
This policy has led to the gradual lowering of customs duties,
and, today, Czechoslovakia has, besides her autonomous tariff,
a conventional tariff applied to almost all countries, v/hich
has been extensively reduced by treaty concessions.
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As the number of commercial treaties increased, it was
possible to proceed with the decontrol of imports and ex-
ports. Though control is still legally maintained, it is
not so in fact, with some few minor exceptions.
At the present day there is a complete network of commer-
cial treaties with all the European States, and also with
a number of extra-European countries. All are based on the
most-favored-nation clause, and the most important of them
contain Customs tariff agreements. From the outset Czech-
oslovakia, as an exporting country, has stood for most-
favored-nation treatment, and this principle has obtained
recognition in the majority of her treaties, though, in the
case of those with France, Belgium, Spain, and Greece, it
was found necessary to deviate temporarily from this all-
important basic concept. Only when this principle was once
recognized, was it possible to negotiate, according to
circumstances for special customs treatment for Czechoslovak
exports in certain individual cases. Czechoslovakia, as an
exporting country, has a vital interest in the sweeping away
of obstacles to international trade. She has, therefore, taken
part in all work of an international character tending in this
direction, always defending the most-favored-nation clause
which is the basis of her commercial policy.
In June, 1933, a revision of Decree No. 96 affected 162
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tariff items out of 657. At this time, duty rates v/ere in-
creased on 65 agricultural products and reduced in eight cases.
In many instances the revision did not materially change the
tariff situation on ’’camouflaged” duties that had been im-
posed in the form of various syndicate fees such as in the
case of breadgrains, livestock, and meat. Duty rates on
industrial products were raised in 115 instances and re-
duced in 98 cases. The more significant duty increases
were on mineral oils, rubber goods, office appliances, in-
struments and chemicals, while duty reductions were almost
exclusively in the field of textiles.
Other tariff revisions provide for changes in the
method of assessing the import duty, the gross instead of
the net weight being used in many cases where the rate did
not exceed a certain v;eight. However, a later decree also
included other staple goods in this procedure. Simplifica-
tion of customs procedures was given as the reason for these
changes
.
Various changes v/ere made during the year in the sliding
tariff rates on lard, fatbacks, butter, and breadgrains.
The government is granted powers to conclude commercial
treaties and carry them provisionally into effect, pending
a definite custom tariff. It may change the customs tariff
under the Law of Powers, 1933. It may take the counter-
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measures against nations discriminating against Czechoslovak
exports, also against dumping (abnormal competition), this
coming under the Customs Law of 1927. It may subject imports
to the allotment of foreign exchange through the Foreign Ex-
change Office, based on power given to the government to take
measures for the protection of the currency (laws of 1923
and 1932.) The Ministry of Commerce is entrusted with the
control of foreign trade for the period during which economic
conditions make such a control necessary in some branches of
trade
.
TRrxDE REL.-^TIONS \aTH. THE LITTLE EInTTEETE
The organization Pact of the Little Entente, signed
on February 16, 1933, and approved by a Czechoslovak law
published July 7, 1933, created not only a permanent council
for coordinating the foreign policy of Czechoslovakia, Rum-
ania, and Yugoslavia, but also an Economic Council. The
purpose of the Economic Council is to coordinate the economic
interests of the Little Entente countries at home and abroad.
The task of coordination is not easy, however, as the pre-
dominately agrarian countries, Rumania and Yugoslavia, have
in Czechoslovakia not only a highly industrialized partner
but also a country with very highly developed and powerfully
organized agrarian interests.
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At the end of 1933, the trade relations of Czechoslovakia
with her partners of the Little Entente v;ere not at all sig-
nificant. About 7,4 per cent of Czechoslovakia’s exports
went to Rumania and Yugoslavia while about 6.7 per cent of
her imports originated in the tv/o countries. It vjss planned
to increase the volume of trade between Czechoslovakia and
her allies by at least 50/^ in 1934. The Economic Council of
the Little Entente, in session in Prague in the middle of
January 1934, had the task of finding a way for putting
the program into operation. In order to carry out the plan,
Czechoslovakia would have to increase considerably her pur-
chase of vriieat, corn, hogs, lard, mineral oils and deriva-
tives from Rumania and Yugoslavia, As all business trans-
acted between the countries of the Little Entente is on a
barter basis, an increase of Czechoslovak exports will be in
direct proportion to the increase of her imports.
The economic aspect of the Little Entente is far-reach-
ing and is not to be confined to the interchange of merchan-
dise. For instance, Czechoslovakia undertakes a revision of
the whole structure of her agricultural production in order
to be a desirable partner to her allies. Namely, for the
sake of Rumania and Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia plans to
abandon her artificially fostered production of breadgrains,
and to regulate the vhole structure of her agrarian output
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in mutual agreement v;ith her allies.
The Czechoslovak tariff consists of 657 items, with
many sub-items, so that more than 2000 different rates
are in operation, approximately one-half of them being
bound by treaties.
TRADE TREATIES WITH OTHER COUNTRIES
At the beginning of 1934, Czechoslovakia had commercial
agreements in operation with 36 countries; most of these are
based on the most-favoured-nation clause, which in many
cases applied not only to goods, but also to foreigners
settling in the countries concerned, their establishment in
business, taxation, etc.
At the end of 1933 agreements concerning the settle-
nient of mutual payments through collective accounts were in
operation with Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Cermany,
Esthonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Rumania, and Yugoslavia.
Apart from goods of which the importation is for econ-
omic reasons submitted to the permit system (chiefly agricul
tural products)
,
the importation of most other commodities
is for reasons of monetary policy subject to the consent of
a Foreign Exchange Office, the import of numerous kinds of
commodities, is permitted only after tho necessary foreign
exchange has been alloted by this office.
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t.
Most-Favored-Nation Treaties
Country
Date of
Sif2:nature
In force
since Remarks
Brazil 11. S7. 1931 11.27.1931
Bulgaria 10.16.1925 11.16.1925 New tariff treaty
signed 7.27.1933
but not put into
effect in 1933.
Canada 3.15.1928 11.14.19,28
Chile 9.18.1930 7.16.1933
China 2.12.1930 12. 5.1930
Egypt 3.16.1930 3.17.1930
Great Britain 7.14.1923 9. 1.1923
Dominions 1.31.1923 9. 7.1923
Colonies 2. 1.1926
1. 2.1924
2. 1.1926
4. 7.1925
Iceland 5. 8.1924 5.23.1924
Japan 10.30.1925 10.30.1926
Lithuania 10. 7.1922 11. 9.1923
Persia 4.30.1929 5.10.1929
Poland 10. 6.1933 10.11.1933 Abrogating former
tariff treaty,
limited until Nov
30, 1933, treaty
prolonged until 1
15.1933 and later
until 1.15.1934
Sweden 4.18.1925 6.27.1925
Turkey 9.19.1929 9.25.1929
United States 10.29.19'’3 5.11.1923
and possessions 12.5. 19*!"4 1. 1.1925
1. Annuel Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1933--Appendi x I II
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Since July 15, 1933 Czechoslovakia has granted certain
non-treaty countries, so long as they do not discriminate
against her exports, treaty rates. They are Afghanistan,
Arabia, Argentina, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala,
Ethiopia, Haiti, Honduras, Columbia, Liberia, Manchuria,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Russia (U.S.S.R.),
San Domingo, San Salvador, Siam, Sudan ( Anglo-Egypt i an )
,
Uruguay, Venezuela.
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FINANCES
The world depression which at the outset was less
severely felt in Czechoslovakia than in most other European
countries, developed into a crisis of extraordinary inten-
sity toward the middle of 1932, but it was not until the
beginning of 1933 that the full force of the financial and
trade upheaval was felt. It should be pointed out, however,
that Czechoslovakials difficulties were mostly due to the
accumulation of financial and other economic convulsions
abroad, especially to the universal stifling of trade and
restrictions upon the circulation of exchange and merchandise.
Her land-locked location in the heart of Central Europe
renders her particularly sensitive to the developments in
the surrounding countries, and the fact that she withstood the
economic shocks which occured in 1933 is a tribute to the
wise and cautious financial policy followed since the establish-
ment of the country/, to her diversified, skilfully organized
and well-managed industries, to the balance which she has
maintained between agricultural and industrial production and
last but not least, to her intelligent, hardworking, and
thrifty population.
THE CRQY/N
One of the bright features in a dark year was the un-
wavering stability of the Czechoslovak crown which once more
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proved to be one of the steadiest of European currency units.
For a number of years the exchange rate of the crown has not
varied beyond a few decimals and even the shock from the drop
in the pound and dollar failed to affect it. The present
value of the crown on December 20, 1934 was equal to 0.0418
in gold.
In an attempt to remedy the adverse conditions brought
about by the economic depression and to accelerate recovery,
Czechoslovakia adopted measures which gave Government unpre-
cedented latitude in planning and controlling production and
distribution in agricultural industry and commerce. To
obviate the difficulties that have beset Czechoslovak export
trade owing to the unduly high exchange value of the crown and
to bring the actual purchasing power of the monetary unit
into line with that of other nations, the gold content of the
crown was reduced by one-sixth on February 17, 1934. The de-
valuation, instead of causing a rise in prices as some
critics had forecast, resulted in the partial restoration of
the competitive capacity of Czechoslovak industries in
foreign markets and a consequent expansion in foreign trade,
which tended to strengthen the economic fabric of the nation
and promote recovery by checking deterioration and regenerat-
ing activity in domestic industry and trade.
The total volume of foreign trade in merchandise amounted
Ci
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to 11, 032,800,000 crowns ($441,312,000) as compared with
9,346,100,000 crowns ($373,844,000) in 1933, which re-
presents a gain of about 19^, In 1934 imports exceeded
those for the ten month’s period of the year by 12^ and
1
exports by 24^.
The main gains in imports were registered in iron ores,
pig iron, non-ferrous base metals, cotton, dyes and oil cakes,
sheet iron, iron bars, lumber, machinery, linen yarns; woolens
and ready-made clothing accounted for the principal advances
in exports.
The improvement in foreign trade synchronized with the
devaluation of the crovm, but that monetary measure was only
the first of a series of financial steps designed to improve
conditions. In brief these steps were: Reduction of the
minimum bank note cover to 25^^ in specia; the establishment
of the Rediscount institute to relieve money market tension
by discounting Government and other prime securities for
those banks vrhose assets had become immobile as a result of
advance to industry; the organization of the Bond Intervention
Pool to purchase Government bonds in the market when necessary
in order to strengthen prices of State issues with a viev/ of
eventually forcing long-term interest rates down; the com-
pulsory registration and offer of all precious metals and
foreign moneys, claims and securities to the National Bank
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia— 1934
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in order that it might strengthen its holdings of foreign
exchange
.
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The Czechoslovak State has a number of enterprises
which are operated, in so far as their public character
permits, on a purely commercial basis. The Czechoslovak
State Enterprises are:- Tobacco Monopoly; State Lottery;
State Mint; Posts and Telegraphies; State Forests and Farms;
Mines and Smelting Plants; Airplane Factory; Military Forest
Enterprises; Health Resorts; Printing Offices; Official
Bulletin Offices; Press Bureau; and four Demonstrating Farms.
So far as the financial results are concerned the
Czechoslovak Tobacco Monopoly is by far the best paying State
Enterprise and is responsible for practically the whole
of the profit derived by the State from its enterprises.
On the other hand, Czechoslovak State Railways are responsi-
ble for practically all of its losses.
The 1934 budget for State Enterprises 7/as based on the
operating results during the first ten months of 1933. Ex-
penditures were 7,320,725,580 crowns--Income 8,199,627,000
crowns giving a profit of 1,607,922,400 and a loss of 828,
1
020,980 crowns.
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia— 1933
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1
BUDGET OF TES STATE ENTERPRISES FOR 1954
Expenditures Income Profit or Loss
FINANCIAL MONOPOLIES; (Czechoslovak crovms)
Tobacco Monopoly 848,767,500 ?
,
?07 , 931 ,400+-! ,454 , 163 , 900
State Lottery 100,490,100
ADMINISTRATIVE MONOPOLIES;
121 , 187 , 300 + 20,697, 200
State Mint 5,288,100 7,777,000 + 2,488,900
Post and Telegraphs 1,178,582,000 1,210,‘"11,000 +- 31,629,000
Postal Savings Bank 103,982,000
OTHER ENTERPRISES;
120,656 ,000 -t- 16,674,000
State Railways 4,055,476,500 3,236,254,500 -819,222,000
State Forests L Farms 518,140,000 537,719,800 +- 19,579,700
Uhrineves School Farm 1,935,000 2,060,000 -H 125,000
Libwerda School Farm 449,480 402,000 - 47,480
Mines and Smelting 410,537,500 469,598,000 +59,060,500
Military Plane Factory 19,407,000 19,975,000 + 568,000
Military Forest Ent. 23,516,600 16,446,300 ~ 7,070,300
Health Resorts 11,164,900 11,325,300 160,400
Printing Offices S5, 975, 600 ’8,224,000 + 2,248,400
Official Bulletin Office 5,580,600 6,048,900 -h 468,300
Czech. Press Office 8,691,900 7,010,700 - 1,681,200
Zabcice School Farm 1,562,600 1,616,700 + 54,100
Kurim School Farm 1,178,100 1,183.100 -h 5.000
Total 7,320,725,580 8,100,627,000 +-1,607,922,400
- 828,020,980
1. Annual Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1934--^ppendix III.
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THE NATIONAL BANK
In organization the banking system of Czechoslovakia is
not greatly different from that of other central European
dountries. In general banks exercise control over industry
through the granting of credits and actual participation in
ownership^ and as a consequence they have not been able to
escape the effects of the decline in industry and business.
While profits have been limited, they have not failed to
consolidate their positions and to make adjustments in line
v/ith the new conditions prevailing in the country. Not a
single large bank failure occurred during the year 1923 and
in general all banks are in a stronger position.
The Czechoslovak National Bank is a stock company with
a share capital of $1S, 150,000 (405 million crowns) of which
one-third is held by the government and two-thirds is held
by private individuals. The management of the Bank is in the
hands of a Governor, appointed by the President of the
Republic, end a board of nine directors of whom three are
appointed by the President and six are appointed by the
shareholders. In addition to its power of making appointments,
the Government also reserves the right to supervise the
activities of the Bank through a government commissioner who
has the power of veto over any action of the Bank, which in
his opinion is detrimental to the interest of the State.
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Moreover, all resolutions of the General Assembly of the
Bank are subject to Government approval before becoming fully
valid.
In its operations, the National Bank acts as the bank of
issues, having complete supervision over all currency matters.
Its scope of activity is strictly defined by its statutes.
It is specifically forbidden to make direct or indirect ad-
vances to the Government although it may discount tax and
customs bills and may invest one-half of its reserve funds
in government bonds. It is obliged to retain the exchange
rate of the croTm.
During the year 1933, the Czechoslovak National Bank
continued to control foreign exchange transactions. Approx-
imately fifty percenttof the commodities listed in the
Czechoslovak custom tariff were subject to payment restric-
tions, and special permits had to be secured for imports of
products, especially those which are manufactured locally in
sufficient quantities or which are considered luxuries. Dir-
ect payments to a number of countries were stopped during the
year and had to be effected through the special clearing
accounts with the National Bank.
All foreign exchange and checks issued by foreign banks
upon entry to the country had to be turned over to the National
Bank. Moreover deposits and claims abroad had to be reported
in order that the Bank might balance pasrments abroad with those
due Czechoslovakia.
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TAXATION
The national income of Czechoslovakia is calculated at
fifty billion crov/ns ($1,500,000,000). Taking into account
the taxation revenues of the central government and of
provinces, districts, and municipalities, etc., the amount
paid in taxes is approximately 20/i of the national income.
The system of taxation in Czechoslovakia is exceedingly
complicated. There are, for example, fifteen direct taxes
and a large number of indirect ones. Indirect taxes furnish
the largest share of government revenues. They are followed
in importance by the direct taxes and the net yields of fis-
cal monopolies and government enterprises. The largest
sources of indirect taxation are the turnover and luxury taxes
followed by consumption taxes and custom duties. The income
tax accounts for about two-thirds of the revenues from direct
taxation. There are five m.onopolies; namely, salt, saccharine,
explosives, lotteries, and tobacco, and the profits of the
tobacco account for nearly the whole of the revenues from this
source
.
* For the sake of simiplicity in this report, unless other-
Y/ise designated, figures have been quoted at the rate of
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1933 the rate of the dollar in crovms had fluctuated ''ide-
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1
TAX YIELDS, BUDGETARY AI-ID ACTUAL
Audited
i-^c counts
Bud /ret
19 3 3 1934 1935
(Thousand croTms)
Direct Taxes: Total 1,4??2,010 1 ,258,900 1 ,571,700
Including:
Income Tax 835,125 770,000 975,150
Military Tax 15,208 35,000 10,000
General Profit Tax 68,883 70,000 80,600
Gpecial Profit Tax 85 , 184 78,000 85,000
Land Tax 68,261 66,900 65,700
Residence Tax 10,002 - -
Tax on imcone, derived from
stocks, bonds, etc. 119,773 100,000 118,000
Tax on bonus paid to officials
of commercial enterprises 17,571 13,000 20,250
Higher Salary Tax 7,602 6,000 7,000
Interest on deferred payments
execution fees and fines 213,465 120,000 ’10,000
Turnover and Luxury Taxes 577,795 610,400 617,400
Customs Duties 618,747 625,000 772,000
Gonsumntion Taxes: Total 1,647,569 1 ,743,430 1 ,731,076
Including:
Alcohol Tax 379,574 372,840 373,476
I'east Tax 48,528 48,500 48,500
1. Annuel Economic Review of Czechoslovakia--1934--Appendix ^ XXXVII
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TA}I YIELDS. BUDGETARY km ACTUAL
( continued)
Audited
^i-ccounts Bud,g:et
1 9 3 19 3 4 19 3 5
Sugar Tax 593,951 600,610 600,850
tlineral Oil Tax 44,5S7 45,000 46,500
Match and Cigarette lighter
Tax 55,300 60,500 56,000
Bulb and Radio Tube Tax 17,980 12,000 21,000
Sparkling Wine Tax 1,619 2,500 r ,500
Beverage Tax (general) 43,5S6 52,000 48,000
Beer Tax 182,895 227,280 217,280
Meat Tax 107,163 117,300 120,000
Octroi Taxes (foodstuffs) 23,054 22,300 24,300
Coal Tax 146,617 180,000 '.170,000
Other Taxes 2,833 2,600 2,670
Fees 1,147 ,842 1,180,700 1,260,700
Transnortation Taxes: Total 270,050 307 ,500 278,500
Including:
Railway 226,343 247,500 2"’9 ,500
Motor transport (busses,
trucks
)
43,707 60,000 49,000
Fee on Telenhone Rentals 32,114 30,400 32,450
Public Office Fees 43,631 45,000 45,000
Grand Total 5,759,758 5,801,330 6,308,826
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RECENT FINANCIAL Mi!;ASURES
During 1933, the outstanding event was the flotation of
an internal loan of $60,300,000. In order to ease the unem-
ployment situation, which had reached serious proportions,
the Czechoslovak Government decided in the beginning of the
year to float an internal loan, the proceeds of which v/ere
to be used in financing productive investment schemes.
From the standpoint of State Finance, one of the more
important measures taken during the year 1933 was the intro-
duction of the coupon tax which applied to all bonds and
securities, (the "Employment Loan" excepted), certain Gov-
ernment Treasury certificates and shares bearing dividends,
except in cases where fixed dividends are guaranted. The
tax, which is deductable at tne source, reduced the interest
rate on securities by 16 2/3%. Another important provision
of the coupon tax law was, that after Iwarch 24, 1933, no in-
ternal loan may be issued bearing a higher interest rate than
5%.
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CONCLUSION
Czechoslovakia was one of the last countries of Europe
to experience depression and even at that she felt it less
than the other European countries. In her geographical lo-
cation, her agricultural lands, mineral and forest Y/ealth,
excellent communication by rail and river, and the general
character of her people, Czechoslovakia is a more-favored
land than any others of the existing parts of the old
Austro-Hungarian monarchy. It is evident that she is a
well-balanced state from the standpoint of her various
resources, industries, and occupations.
When Czechoslovakia entered the year 1935 there existed
a number of pre-requisites necessary for the furtherance of
economic recovery, the beginnings of which were distinctly
apparent in 1934. The pre-requisites will be even more ad-
vantageous if aided by a more favorable inter-national
political atmosphere, and, with respect to Czechoslovakia
if individuals apply their business initiative to a greater
degree, with a view to rapidly adapting themselves to the
new marketing possibilities in the world. The expansion
of foreign trade is a question of interest to Czechoslovakia,
without Yrtiich, notwithstanding all efforts toward surmount-
ing of the crisis through other means, no permanent economic
success can be achieved, as an internal measure adopted can
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bring only partial or temporary relief.
vVhile the horizon is overcast, Czechoslovakia has man-
aged so far to ride the waves with great sucess. She has
managed to keep the national minorities from becoming too
obstreperous. Although the republic is small, its re-
putation is great, and on the whole, the country seems
to have a very promising future.
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